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RCNZ.COM
Over 8000 pictured products covering radio control helicopters,

planes, cars, boats, yachts, model trains and all the accessories.
RCNZ offers a Money Back Guarantee,

online Parts Request form and a $5 flat shipping rate.

WEBSITE:   www.rcnz.com
811 Jones Road, Rolleston, Christchurch (Warehouse only)

EMAIL:  sales@rcnz.com
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The Opinions expressed in this 
publication are not necessarily

those of the editor or 
Model Flying New Zealand.

Neither this publication nor 
MFNZ are responsible for the 

contents or services advertised 
within these pages.

All advertising is accepted 
on the integrity of those 
placing the advertising.

Printed by
Fisherprint Ltd
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Model Aeronautics in New Zealand

Recognised by 
The Royal New Zealand Aero Club (Inc)
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President’s Report
Jonathan Shorer

November 2016

As a part of our review of Documentation, I was recently asked, 
what was our long term strategy? Generally, when the 
Treasurer asks what we want out of next years’ budget, one of 
us says “steady as she goes”.  We are not a business driven by 
profit or needing to take over rival firms to expand. Overall, the 
aim is to allow members to get on with flying for fun and to 
ensure that changing legislation doesn’t get in the way of that.  
There is quite a bit of that going on at the moment and we work 
hard to keep in step or maybe just ahead. But we do have quite 
a variety of targets to strive for. Our Constitution has 14 
Objectives, our Manual has 9 Goals split into 48 sub headings 
and our business plan has 31 targets. At lot of these overlap 
and I certainly couldn’t recite them from memory. I replied to the 
question, that when I took on the job, I had three things in mind 
apart from “steady as she goes”.

1. To update and synchronise all of our documentation.
2. To  s a f e g u a r d  t h e  f u t u r e  o f  t h e  N a t i o n a l    

Championships.
3. To ensure that we adapt to modern and emerging 

technology.

It seems pretty straightforward. Only three things to do and all 
the time in the world, with no hard deadline. This year, we’ve 
updated the Large Model Code of Practice and Rene Redmond 
is off to a flying start bringing in new certification processes. I 
worked with a group who wrote and reviewed the document 

and in reducing it from 7000 words to 5000, made 1298 
changes. Let’s hope it stands still for a while. Some of the other 
documents will be a bit harder. They stem from an age when 
internet was less widespread and so hard copy was provided for 
members. The result is that documents that are now available 
elsewhere were reproduced for ease of reference.  The trouble 
is when you put a hard copy of the CAA regulations on the 
documents page, in the Member’s Manual and in the Club 
Manual, you start with three identical versions and then, at the 
first amendment, in a heartbeat, you have three different 
documents. Result? Confusion. We’ve recently been testing 
how good our email coverage is and the answer is, at the 
moment 86% of members have a valid email address. So it’s 
pretty safe to say, internet access. We will be working to 
improve that number.  Expect future versions of our documents 
to have links to a single good source rather than a copy. We 
won’t try to give you the latest CAA words, we’ll give you a link to 
where you can find them. The same will be true for other blocks 
of information. One reliable source.

What else have I been doing other than staring at screens full of 
words?  We’re all set for another record breaking Nationals at 
Matamata and the on-line registration is open now. CAA have 
agreed to a 12 month review of Part 101/102, (although it’s 14 
months since they issued it). And I’ve been struggling with my 
new ¼ Scale SIG Piper Cub. My new Saito FS 100 twin looks 
lovely but is a bit marginal on power, so it isn’t flying with any 
authority. Should I put a 25cc petrol in it? I’ll tell you how I get on.

Secretary’s Desk
Des Richards

It amazes me the way members pay their subs. A large 
proportion are paid within the first two months then there is a 
constant flow over the next three months followed by an 
ongoing but reduced total each week. Not just new members 
but a fair number renewing six months into the New Year.

I belong to a few other National and International organisations 
and they have their subs in within six weeks of the renewal 
notice going out. What makes aero modellers take this 
approach? ..... If anyone has the answer please enlighten me?

With interest rates falling we are working hard to get 
respectable returns on the money on term deposit. The bank is 
playing ball at the moment and we are maintain around three 
percent. Let’s hope it continues.

In the last edition of the magazine we gave you the composition 
of the group working on producing a revised Constitution. 
When the group was planned, it was initially suggested that 
Barry Lennox might act as a writer or a reviewer. Subsequently, 
he has played no part in the production of the draft document in 
either role. 

As I write this a possible insurance claim has just come in. A 
model verses power / telephone cables. It is similar to one that 
occurred in the south Auckland area a while ago. Preliminary 
advice is that we will not have any liability which is good news.

A meeting for later this year has been arranged with our 
insurers. We have a few points that need clarifying and if any 
members have valid questions that need answers please email 
them to me. They will be asked and I will publish the answers in 
the next MFW.

The Nationals are coming. It is time to start preparing your 
models and looking at what classes you will fly.

I have good reason to believe that we will have Helicopters 
present again this year. That is a real bonus as they have been 
missing over the last few years.

I think online entries open fairly soon. You can register and 
maybe enter one class then leave the rest till you work out what 
you will fly.

I know Dave Thornley has been working hard to get a control 
line hard circle. Speaking with him recently it sounds like he has 
been successful. Well done Dave.

Free Flight have moved the Catapult and Hand Launch, Tip 
Launch events to the soaring site in an evening time slot so that 
makes it a lot easier for those flying a variety of disciplines to 
compete. Thanks Rob and your team.

Till next year, have fun, fly safe and you and yours have a great 
Christmas and New Year.
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020 4125 2418  sales@wattsup.co.nz www.wattsup.co.nz 

WATTS UP HOBBIES
Making Electric Flight Easy

Huge range of HQ Props.
Bulk discounts available.

Volt 680AC Multi-Function AC/DC Charger 
$109.00

High Quality Prop

JR XG6 with RG612BX with XBus and Telemetry 
Only $319.00 

Flyzone Fokker Dr1 RTF 
with 2.4Ghz Transmitter
Was $189.00
Now $99.00

NZ Sales Agent for Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems, Airsail Retail, Websales & Mail order
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

NZ Sales Agent for Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems, Airsail Retail, Websales & Mail order 
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Ph: 09 233 4014
Email: theteam@airsail.co.nz
Postal: Native Road Rd1 Tuakau
Delivery: 299 Native Road, Pukekawa 2696 New Zealand
Contact John & Sharon Danks for all your modelling needs

Ph: 09 233 4014
Email: theteam@airsail.co.nz
Postal: Native Road Rd1 Tuakau
Delivery: 299 Native Road, Pukekawa 2696 New Zealand
Contact John & Sharon Danks for all your modelling needs

All our radio sets can be offered with different receiver or servo combinations 
to suit the purchaser, please ring for details and prices

Don't forget our Open Day on the first Saturday of each month when the 
airfield will be open all day for free with bargains in store.

The all new E-Flite Convergence 
VTOL PNP. FPV ready 
Only $399.00 

Full Range of Tamiya Paints, Epoxy Putty, Airsail Glues & 
Dopes, BSI Glues, Thread Lock and many more

GOLD WING 
RED BULL EXTRA 300 100cc ARF 

Wingspan 2.61 Metre 
$1699.00 

GOLD WING 
RED BULL EXTRA 300 100cc ARF 

Wingspan 2.61 Metre 
 $1699.00

The all new E-Flite Convergence 
VTOL PNP. FPV ready 

 Only $399.00
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After the terrific event in 2015, we just had to try running the 
Championships again at Matamata Aerodrome. We had record 
numbers for recent years and 5 days of scorching weather.  One 
competitor was heard asking for rain just to have a rest day!

The event schedule should be familiar to most regulars but we 
are always ready to answer questions if something is not clear.  
We are fortunate to have use of the long runway again and so 
power will be running two flightlines. Soaring are nearby at 
Alexandra Road and Vintage are at Waharoa Domain. There 
are only a couple of admin changes this year. The debate goes 
on about how best to do the prizegiving. Last year, SIGs 
presented their event prizes under individual arrangements and 
then we gathered for a buffet and the award of the Trophies for 
SIG Champions and Event Champions. The overall response 
was that this was a good format and created a very social 
opportunity to end the Championships.

You’ll see that we have reduced the Registration fee by taking 
the catering cost out and allowing members to book the buffet 
separately. In an effort to encourage flyers to tell us that they are 
coming, we have re-introduced the stepped registration fee to 
reward those getting registered before 20th December.

Camping is available on site and we hope to have access to the 
bunkhouse block but will not know until late November if the 
Matamata Soaring Centre will make it available.

We will have EFTPOS at the event to accept entries and 
changes as well as taking cash but please register before 20th  
December so that we know that you are coming and you get the 
best price.

Aggregate is being held on the Soaring field on the 5th to give 
more space for the runners. This will be followed by a barbeque 
and flying demonstrations held at the Club rooms and hosted by 
the Helicopter flyers. It should be spectacular.

Registration is available now on-line with payment via the 
internet. If you want to take advantage of the low registration 
fee, please register and pay by 20th December. If anyone has 
trouble with the internet, please call me and we can arrange 
your registration on the phone.

See you there!

69th MFNZ NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
3rd - 7th January 2017
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Page 6 Model Flying World

69th MFNZ NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Programme

Waharoa 3rd Jan to 7th Jan 2017

Monday 2nd Jan, Arrival, Registration, Meetings

Registration: at Waharoa Airfield from 12 noon. Flying fields available for practice.

Contestant's Meeting: 2nd Jan at 6pm, followed by barbeque 

Trophies: If you hold a trophy, please have it engraved and cleaned and bring it with you. Prizegiving and buffet, 7.00 pm 
7th, Gliding Club rooms Entries: On line entry is now open on the MFNZ website. Members without access to the internet 
can phone their entry to the Nats Manager. Frequency Control for non 2.4Ghz users for all Radio sites will be at event 
Headquarters, collect your peg on the day................................................................................................................

Advance registration now only Senior $20 & Juniors FREE

free flight all events entry fee $5   
1 fai combined ff  3 8.00am 1.00pm
2 p.30 ff  3 8.00am 1.00pm
3 open glider ff  4 8.00am 1.00pm
4 mini combined ff  4 8.00am 1.00pm
5 indoor hlg hall 3 6.00pm 7.00pm
6 hangar rat hall 3 7.00pm 10.30pm
7 open rubber ff  5 8.00am 1.00pm
8 aggregate soar 5 5.30pm 6.00pm
9 open power ff  6 8.00am 1.00pm
10 kiwi power ff  6 8.00am 1.00pm
11 hand launch glider soar 6 4.30pm 8.30pm
12 catapult launch glider soar 6 4.30pm 8.30pm
13 tip launch glider soar 6 4.30pm 8.30pm
14 kennedy precision ff  7 8.00am 12.00pm
15 e. 36 ff  7 8.00am 12.00pm

vintage all events entry fee $5   
16 vintage ff catapult glider ff  3 8.00am 1.00pm
17 vintage ff power ff  3 8.00am 1.00pm
18 vintage ff rubber ff  4 8.00am 1.00pm
19 nos ff power  ff  4 8.00am 1.00pm
20 vintage ff glider  ff  5 8.00am 1.00pm
21 small nos/vintage power duration ff  5 8.00am 1.00pm
22 nos rubber   ff  6 8.00am 1.00pm
23 nos/ classic glider comb  ff  6 8.00am 1.00pm
24 classic power / rubber comb ff  6 8.00am 1.00pm
25 precision ff  7 8.00am 1.00pm
26 vintage rc precision dom 3 9.00 am 5.00 pm
27 vintage rc ic duration dom 3 9.00 am 5.00 pm
28 classical rc ic duration dom 3 9.00 am 5.00 pm
29 classical precision dom 3 9.00 am 5.00 pm
30 vintage rc e duration dom 4 9.00 am 5.00 pm
31 vintage rc 1/2a texaco dom 4 9.00 am 5.00 pm
32 vintage rc 1/2e texaco dom 4 9.00 am 5.00 pm
33 vintage rc a texaco dom 5 9.00 am 5.00 pm
34 vintage rc e texaco dom 5 9.00 am 5.00 pm
35 vintage rc open texaco dom 6 9.00 am 5.00 pm
36 vintage rc e rubber texaco dom 6 9.00 am 5.00 pm
37 classical rc e duration dom 6 9.00 am 5.00 pm

control line all events entry fee $20   
38 1/2 a teamrace cl, 1 3,4 9.00am 4.00pm
39 fai f2c team race cl, 1 3,4 9.00am 4.00pm
40 open goodyear cl, 1 3,4 9.00am 4.00pm
41 percentage speed cl, 1 3,4 9.00am 4.00pm
42 class b team race cl, 1 3,4 9.00am 4.00pm
43 slow combat cl, 2 5 9.00am 1.00pm
44 fai f2d combat cl, 2 5 2.00pm  5.00pm
45 slow goodyear cl, 2 6 9.00am 11.00am
46 sportsman aerobatics cl, 2 6 11.30am 5.30pm
47 classic aerobatics cl, 2 6 11.30am 5.30pm
48 fai f2b aerobatics cl, 2 6 11.30am 5.30pm
49 classic a team race cl, 2 7 9.00am 12.00pm
50 classic b team race cl, 2 7 12.00pm  3.00pm

soaring entry fees $15 except on the 5th $10   
51 premier duration (class c) soar 3  8:30 am 5:00 pm
52 fai f3j soar 4  8:30 am 5:00 pm
53 ales 200 (class n) soar 5  8:30 am 12:00 pm
54 ales radian (class p) soar 5  12:30 pm 5:00 pm
55 fai f5j soar 5  12:30 pm 5:00 pm
56 fai f3b soar 6  8:30 am 5:00 pm
57 fai f3k rc 2 7  8:30 am 2:00 pm

ff/cl scale all events entry fee $10   
58 fai f4a power scale rc1 3  6.30 am 9.00 am
59 fai f4d rubber scale rc1 4  6.30 am 9.00 am
60 kit scale rc1 4  6.30 am 9.00 am
61 co2 & electric scale rc1 4  6.30 am 9.00 am
62 indoor open rubber scale hall 4  7.30 pm 10.30 pm
63 f4f peanut scale hall 4  7.30 pm 10.30 pm
64 indoor kit scale hall 4  7.30 pm 10.30 pm
65 f4b cl + profile scale cl, 2 5  8.00am 11.00am

rc pylon all events entry fee $20   
66  nz sportsman pylon rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 
67 quickee 500 sport rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 pm
68 quickee 500 expert rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 pm
69 f5d rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 pm
70 f3d rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 pm
71 f3t rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 pm
72 e sport rc 2 5,6 8:00 am 7:00 pm

rc scale aerobatics - imac all events entry fee $20   
73 basic imac rc1 3,4 9:00 am 6:00 pm
74 sportsman imac rc1 3,4 9:00 am 6:00 pm
75 intermediate imac rc1 3,4 9:00 am 6:00 pm
76 advanced imac rc1 3,4 9:00 am 6:00 pm
77 unlimited imac rc1 3,4 9:00 am 6:00 pm
aerobatics may start earlier  at 8.00 am if  ff& cl have completed.    

rc aerobatics - pattern all events entry fee $20   
78 sportsman aerobatics rc1 6,7 8:00 am 6:00 p.m.
79 advanced aerobatics rc1 6,7 8:00 am 6:00 p.m.
80 f3a rc1 6,7 8:00 am 6:00 p.m.

rc scale all events entry fee $20   
81 novice scale rc 2 3,4 8:00 am 7:00 pm
82 intermediate scale rc 2 3,4 8:00 am 7:00 pm
83 classic scale rc 2 3,4 8:00 am 7:00 pm

helicopter all events entry fee $20   
84 fai f3c rc 1 5 8:00 am 5:00 pm
85 clubman rc 1 5 8:00 am 5:00 pm
86 sportsman rc 1 5 8:00 am 5:00 pm
87 fai f3n rc 1 5 8:00 am 5:00 pm
88 nz rc heli speed cup rc 1 5 8:00 am 5:00 pm

rotorcross all events entry fee $10   
89 rotorcross 3s, 4s spec tri 6,7 9:00 am 6:00 pm
90 miniquad open tri 6,7 9:00 am 6:00 pm

Locations
FF    Proctor Road
RC 1    Runway South
RC 2    Runway Centre
Soaring   Matijasevichs' farm
CL, 1    Thames TBC
CL, 2    Runway North
Vintage    Waharoa Domain

Enquires to Nationals Manager
Jonathan Shorer 
Phone 063626313
Mobile 0272251952
President@modelflyingnz.org
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Colin Bruce was given a Life Membership Award of the 
Whakatane Modellers after being in the Club for 64 years.

Colin joined the Club as a sixteen year old and was given the job 
of the first Secretary.. .Colin has flown most classes of models, 
and has represented NZ overseas at World Free Flight 
Champs.

On Colins 80th Birthday the Club gave the award as well a nice 
cake was shared by all. The only problem was it rained for 90 % 
of the day, but never stopped all those who attended having a 
good time.

Words

Ken Jones

MANZ Rallies 2016MANZ Rallies 2016
Calling large models!!  
Prop or turbine

MINIATURE

AIRCRAFT

NEW

ZEALAND

Hawera MAC
12th & 13th November

McLeans Island Christchurch
26th & 27th November

Peter & Maureen Malcolm  06 272 6514  peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

Peter Hewson  03 358 4022  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

Hawera MAC
12th & 13th November

McLeans Island Christchurch
26th & 27th November

Peter & Maureen Malcolm  06 272 6514  peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

Peter Hewson  03 358 4022  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

Bi-planes
1.5mtr wingspan

minimum

Monoplanes
2mtr wingspan

minimum

Page 7November 2016

Whakatane Modellers
LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARD
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Page 8 Model Flying World

Me and the Boys (Hubby and Friend) 
went to the Palmerston North Aeroneers 
Annual Auction.

I was surprised at the cost of some things. 
Obviously I have no idea of the time and 
work that goes into these amazing 
machines.

I saw a lovely green plane (you can tell 
I’m a girl – colour is important) and a huge 
glider that looked very impressive.

GIRLS

Steph

Hubby says “Let’s get you a Plane”. I started to have very lustful 
thoughts about all those lovely planes. If left to my own devices I 
would have picked the prettiest one.

The voice of reason (Hubby) found a suitable plane for a 
complete novice who will probably crash it more than fly it. He 
got me a Dynam Hawk Sky - Foamy with an upgraded motor 
system (1370mm 4 channel on rudder elevator, motor and 
aelirons). Now to be honest all the words after Foamy are too 
complicated for me but with my little knowledge I understand I 
got a great buy and am thankful to the Gentleman who did all 
the work.

My Hanger Rat is progressing slowly. It has been very stressful 
picking what colour to cover its wings and tail. I (naturally wanted 
PINK) but have had to settle for faded red (almost pink) and 
maybe some turquoise. 

I now have 3 Planes. Whew, I will soon need my own shed to fill 
with ‘treasures‘ and other important stuff.

Now I just have to get off the ground and actually FLY.
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28

Owners 
Review by 
John Cameron

A few months ago I was sitting back and enjoying a read of 
M o d e l  F l y i n g  Wo r l d  w h e n  I  s a w  a n  a d v e r t  f o r 
FirebrandAeroRC. I decided to check out the Firebrand web 
site and came across the Maxford USA 22% Nieuport 28 ARF 
model. I had been looking for a biplane for a while so I placed 
the order for the Nieuport.

I wanted to go electric and Steve at Firebrand recommended a 
Rimfire 1.20 and Electrify 80A ESC, and made sure all the 
components I needed were included (yes, I know it should have 
been a radial!). They also supplied the servos the other bits and 
pieces I needed to complete the model.

The model arrived a few days later, carefully packed and in 
good order. Maxford USA requires you to download the manual 
from its site.  The manual is fairly basic and given I am relatively 
new to the hobby/building I must admit I wondered if I had done 
the right thing buying the Nieuport (the biggest plane I had built 
previously was the Hangar 9 Pawnee, which came with a 
manual so detailed you could not go wrong). 

However I got on with it, and I my concerns proved unfounded.  
The more I worked on the plane the more I enjoyed putting this 
kit together. 

The ARF builds like most others…hinge the flight surfaces, affix 
the tail feathers, install motor & servos, and in the case of the 
Nieuport put together the wing bracing wires etc. I made up a 
battery box which sits where the fuel tank would normally go. 

Some of the hardware provided in the kit looks a bit average 
and after discussing with Steve I decided to upgrade some of 
the items provided (clevises mainly) with genuine Sullivan 
fittings, again supplied by Firebrand.

Steve recommended buying 1/5 scale Vickers Machine Guns 
by William Bros. I am pleased I did as they were a big 
improvement on the ones provided as standard by Maxford.

I made a jig to make sure I got the CG right.  I had to add 850g of 
lead to the nose, but it turned out that the balance point 
provided by Maxford was spot on however.

My friend, George Brickell carried out the test flight for me.

The throws recommended in the manual seemed large and we 
decided to halve everything for the maiden. Without expo this 
turned out to feel about right, so if following the recommended 
settings a bit of expo is likely to be a good idea!

Span: 68”
Power: 

.91 – 1.20 
(or EP Equivalent) 

The maiden was near perfect…two or three clicks on the aileron 
and two or three clicks of up elevator was all it needed. 

The Rimfire 1.20 proved to be plenty, indeed flying at or below 
½ throttle was the norm giving a flight time of 8 to 10 min with 
capacity to spare out of a 5200mAh 6S.

The Nieuport flew beautifully and looks as great in the air as it 
does on the ground.
 
Summary on a Scale of 1 to 10:

Build Quality     8
Covering & Finish   9
Hardware    5
Manual     6
Ease of Assembly    7
Overall Rating    8

All in all, I found the Maxford USA Nieuport to be a well-made 
kit, and with the exception of some bits of hardware up there 
with my Hangar 9 Pawnee.

I couldn’t be more pleased with the Nieuport, and would 
definitely build another Maxford USA model in future.
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LARGE
Model 
Stuff
Model 
Stuff
Rene RedmondRene Redmond

The position of Large Model (LM) Co-ordinator has now passed 
from Mark Brill to myself due to Mark’s retirement from the 
position after some 8 years of dedicated service. During that 
time Mark has done a great job of overseeing and instigating 
changes to meet the ever changing environment in which we 
operate our Cat 1, 2 & 3 LM aircraft. 

I would like to sincerely thank Mark on behalf of all modellers 
nationwide that have benefitted from his efforts/expertise and 
wish him all the best now that he has time to spend on his own 
projects!

My background hopefully provides a continuation in meeting 
the Large Model environment having been involved with both 
model and full size aviation for almost 50 years.  Service in the 
RNZAF as an aircraft mechanic, General Aviation thru private 
aircraft ownership and model aircraft have been a backdrop to 
my life and career. 

I can lay claim to having written the first commercial application 
in 1991 to operate a 15kg+ RPV/UAV to be approved by CAA 
and since been actively involved in both military and civilian 
RPAS operation both here in NZ and overseas as a Director of 
Skycam UAV NZ Ltd up until my retirement in 2015. 

Couple this with owning and operating a specialist RC model 
aircraft retail business for 24 years (Galtech Models Ltd) has 
given me an understanding of the requirements we must meet 
to ensure the regulators continue to grant us access to the 

airways for our more specialised aircraft. I have for some years 
been a MFNZ large model inspector and currently own and 
operate 4 aircraft in this category.

The major changes for large model operation came into effect 
in August 2015 with the introduction of CAA Rule Part 102 and 
subsequently May 2016 with the introduction of the updated 
Large Model Code of Practice (LMCOP). 

Whilst these changes at first glance may seem a bit onerous 
they really aren’t that bad or different to what was in place prior, 
there are just a few changes or clarification of rules that need 
your attention if you operate large model aircraft.

I would encourage all modellers currently involved with or 
thinking of flying LM’s to visit the MFNZ website Large Model 
Certification page and familiarise themselves with the current 
Code of Practice, this document should answer most if not all 
your questions.

Over the coming months I intend updating the LM aircraft 
register enabling quick easy access to owners details so I can 
provide reminders when re-certification etc. are up for renewal 
and in general streamline the system. 

There is also now facility via the MFNZ LMC (large model 
certification) page to record model change of ownership and 
cancellation of registration where the project has been canned 
or as one flier recently commented “gravity sucked” and caused 
the demise of his aircraft.

So please I ask you all to take this opportunity to check your 
aircraft status if you fly larger model aircraft and if you are 
contemplating this exciting aspect of model aircraft operations 
get in and give it a go…….you’ll never look back! 

My future intention is to use these pages to promote, foster and 
encourage safe and enjoyable LM projects and operation. It is 
abundantly clear to me this aspect of model operation is 
strongly supported by a large group of modellers nationwide.

Think Think BIGBIG
Fly safeFly safe
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MFNZ Large Model Certification

All Cat 1, 2 & 3 aircraft must comply with the MFNZ Large Model Code of Practice (LMCOP) available to

view on the MFNZ website or by contacting the Large Model Co-ordinator,
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The popular P-30 event was initiated by the 
San Diego Orbiteers club as an entry level 
in t roduct ion to Free Fl ight  rubber 
competit ion. Their rules have been 
basically unchanged since then and the 

an 
ideal 
introduction 
to free ight 
rubber duration

P-30
by Graham Lovejoy

event is still popular today worldwide showing that they pretty 
well got it right from the beginning. The US rules specify an 
unmodified 91/2” prop, which means the prop cannot be 
balanced by the usual method of scraping the heavy blade and 
that an “add-on” free-wheel device cannot be fitted. Our NZ 
rules are more realistic in this regard and allow certain 
modifications to the prop which assist ease of operation.

The NZ rules are:-   
Maximum wingspan                            30”
Maximum length                                  30”
Minimum weight (without rubber)   40 grams
Maximum weight of rubber (lubricated)    10 grams
Free-wheeling plastic propeller of 91/2” diameter  (the prop 
may be balanced and a free-wheel clutch fitted)
3 flights of 120 seconds maximum per flight.
 All flights to be hand-launched.

There are many different approaches to P-30, perhaps too 
many to cover in one article, but this time I’ll suggest an “entry 
level” approach.

Suitable Kits:- Peck Polymers “One Nite 28” model is a quick 
build and a good way to start. The Sig “Mini-Maxer could also be 
OK but may be a little on the small side. If increased in size 
slightly and perhaps lightened up a bit it could be even better. 
It’s designed by George Perryman so it certainly has the 
pedigree. In the USA there are many kits available from cottage 
industry companies such as RN Models. These are usually 
well-engineered and perform well.

Suitable plans:- Many plans have been published but I would 
recommend two designs by John Oldenkamp, namely “Hot 
Box” and “Crackerbox”. Both are simple to build and fly and 
feature a “cracked rib” type construction. I’d personally 
recommend the “Hot Box” first as it has a flat-bottomed airfoil 
which is easier to build and cover, while the “Crackerbox” has 
an under cambered wing with polyhedral which is slightly more 
difficult, but really there’s not a great deal of difference. I’ve built 
two “Hot Boxes” and am restoring a third. The “Crackerbox” is 
perhaps slightly better. I’ve built three of these and they’ve all 
gone well. Number three, which I still have, is twenty years old 
now. Naturally I’d recommend that you fit a DT to ensure yours 
stays around for a while as P-30’s are very susceptible to 
finding lift! Both designs are illustrated in the accompanying 
photos.

Plans for the “Hot Box” and P-30 props are available from the 
“FFONZ” Shop which is run by Rob Wallace, the F/F SIG 
chairman. See the F/F SIG column for Rob’s contact details, or 

approach myself , or indeed any active F/F flier if you have 
any questions. We can probably assist with availability of 
materials or trimming advice etc. For more on P-30 see the 
article on Paul Squires P-30 elsewhere in this issue. 
Paul’s model illustrates a more sophisticated approach, 
which could be the subject of a future article if there is 
sufficient interest.

Flying P-30 is great fun, and much can be learned from 
flying this class which can carry over to other areas of 
modelling. Give it a try!                                                                               
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P-30Paul Squires
recordcaptures

Paul currently holds seven NZ 
Records, In Free Flight and Indoor 
classes. Not a bad record for a keen 
flier who began in Control Line and 
with his brother was very competitive 
in Team Race.

Currently Paul’s main competition 
class is F1B, but he flies P30, Coupe 
and Catapult Launch Glider.  He has 
also just rediscovered the enjoyment 
o f  i ndoor  fly ing  bu i ld ing  and , 
competing with a Hanger Rat and his 
well flown Jodel scale model at the 
recent Morrinsville meeting turned in 
some very good flights.

Paul’s love is in the rubber classes and 
h e  h a s ,  t h r o u g h  r e s e a r c h , 
determination and practice developed 
an understanding and feel for its usage 
and characteristics.

As you can see from the photos Paul 
does not fly a European purchased 
model but one built the old fashion way 
with balsa and tissue and boy does it 
fly well and look a picture in the air.

A BIG congratulations to you Paul and 
we watch with interest what comes 
next.
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REP C G ISNI IOY NLF

Noeline Craighead

Precision Aerobatics is conceivably the most graceful of the RC 
flying disciplines, as the flight is based on geometry, 
smoothness and gracefulness, positioning and size of 
manoeuvres.  

Flying precision aerobatics allows the pilot to develop a set of 
skills that transition well into Scale, IMAC, Jets and many other 
disciplines, it will help with positioning the model where you 
want it to be not the other way around and improve flying skills in 
varied weather conditions.  It takes discipline but gives you a 
purpose and a set of goals to work towards when flying your RC 
airplane.

Don't be dazzled by the aircraft that you see at competitions or 
by what the F3A ‘guns’ fly !  Take the plunge and fly Sportsman 
precision aerobatics.  It is not as difficult as you may think ... 
all you need is :
1. A suitable model.  Any low wing or shoulder wing sports 

model is more than adequate.
2. And, a willingness to listen, learn and focus. Helpful 

attributes in learning anything really.   
 

Sportsman is where the beginning elements of aerobatics are 
established. The schedule of manoeuvres is similar to those 
flown to obtain the MFNZ Wings qualification. Although the 
schedule may seem somewhat simple, it includes fundamental 
elements like straight flight, loops, slow and combination rolls 
and stall turns.  It will help a pilot become proficient and feel 
confident putting the plane where it needs to be and presents 
enough challenges to keep you interested. The judging is 
significantly lenient and encouraging for Sportsman.   
Examples of some basic aerobatic manoeuvres are :

The Inside Loop is one of the easiest RC aerobatic 
manoeuvres to perform but don't be fooled in to thinking that 
your plane will perform the perfect loop first time. While flying 

into the wind at full throttle (at point A in the picture below), 
gently apply elevator to start a vertical climb. Keep the power on 
and hold the elevator until the airplane rounds the top of the 
loop and becomes inverted (point B in the picture).  At this point, 
reduce the throttle to 1/4 or less as the airplane reaches the top 
of the loop and keep holding the elevator stick back, adjusting 
as necessary to maintain a tidy circular path. Ailerons/rudder 
may also need to be used to keep the path of the loop as vertical 
as possible. The goal is to reach the bottom of the loop at 
precisely the place where the airplane entered the loop. Level 
out the airplane by returning elevator to neutral (point C in the 
picture) and increase power to exit the loop, flying straight and 
level again.  It is important to cut the throttle at the top of the 
loop.

A C

B

 Horizontal Rolls ~ Same start as the inside loop; fly straight 
and level on at least half throttle. To begin a roll, apply a small 
amount of up elevator.  As the airplane begins to roll you will 
need to add a touch of opposite rudder to keep the airplane 
straight.  When the airplane becomes inverted, release elevator 
and apply a tiny amount of down elevator when the airplane is 
fully inverted. Once the airplane is right-side up again, return the 

sticks to neutral and resume straight and level flying. To perform 
a smooth roll you will need to practice working the elevator and 
rudder together as the airplane rolls.  
 
eg. Judging Downgrades:
  Changes in track during roll.
  Changes in altitude during roll.
  Roll rate not constant.
  Roll not centred.
  Model does not perform complete roll.

The Spin is a favourite RC aerobatic manoeuvre and the most 
risky because it requires the most altitude to recover from.  
Spins can go very well or disastrously wrong, depending on how 
much altitude you leave yourself to recover!  During a spin, the 
airplane flies vertically downwards while rotating about its 
fuselage axis. 

Enter the manoeuvre into wind, flying straight and level but at a 
slow speed and with plenty of altitude (point A in the picture 
below). Slow your airplane further by reducing throttle 
completely and applying up elevator - not too much, but just 
enough to initiate a stall.  Use ailerons to keep the wings level at 
this point. 
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The timing here is quite critical, you need to apply rudder and elevator to initiate the spin, then aileron 
(same direction as rudder) just as the airplane drops for the stall (point B in the picture). If you've got it 
right, the airplane will continue its stall while entering a spin. Keep both rudder and aileron fully deflected 
for as long as you want to hold the spin.  Recovery is simply a case of returning all controls to neutral then 
apply up elevator and throttle to pull the airplane out of the dive to level flight (point C). 

One significant word of advice, altitude is very important with most manoeuvres ~ be sure you have plenty 
of altitude when performing aerobatic flight manoeuvres.  Also important to note is to fly a safe distance 
away from yourself (and other people).

Don't hesitate to ask people questions either. You'll find they will be more than happy to help and answer 
any questions. For further information, email.  or    visit the website. nzaerobaticsig@hotmail.com
www.nzrcaa.co.nz

Hopefully this gives you an insight of what basic Precision Aerobatics flying is about and you will be a 
better pilot for it.

So come and have a go !
 
 
 

A
B

C
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Suncoast Model Flyers, near Coolum on the beautiful 
Sunshine Coast in QLD Australia, hosted the 2016 Ron 
DeChastel Memorial Pylon race which we attended and 
competed in.

The SMF facilities boast on site power for camping, 
water,  serv iceable  to i le ts ,  a  fu l ly  equipped 
canteen/kitchen and an expansive flying field complete 
with a concrete pad for Pylon starting and will be the 
venue for the 2019 F3D World Championships.

The field was in very good condition considering the 
earlier rain with many pilots arriving on the Friday to 
practice and set-up engines.

Saturday morning, club members were on hand to 
provide breakfast, lunch and drinks throughout the entire 
weekend. The weather was pleasant on Saturday but 
the forecast wasn’t looking good for Sunday. Pilots 
registered for the two classes being flown ~ F3T and 
F3R, with a total of 12 pilots … 8 in F3T and 9 in F3R and 
everyone looking forward to racing.

The first event on the program was six rounds of F3T 
before lunch break. There was plenty of close and 
exciting racing. At the end of Round 6, Christopher 
Callow – multiple F3D World Champion, was 
comfortably ahead and had blasted two sub-59 second 
times, one of the elite few in the world to have flown 
under 60 seconds in this class, posting an Australian 
record time of 58.1 seconds.

After a relaxing break for lunch, six rounds with 9 entries 
in F3R, were flown with the draw being rotated after 
three rounds. This class also provided some close, fun 
racing. From the first race it was clear Alex Davy was the 
‘Go fast’ man, setting a new Australian record with a time 
of 67.97. Tyler Mees and Ross were neck-&-neck and 
jostling for their places, both posting two rounds with a 
cut and a 200 each. Ross posted a PB of 73.5 in the first 
round and followed with a 69.15 in the second round. His 
‘Caller’ (“Moi”) cost him the 200 in the next round, calling 
him ‘out’ after 9 laps … Ooops !

The timing system used is extremely impressive. A 
laptop controls the start-clock from the time-keepers tent 
once the Line Starter instructs ‘Start the Clock’; time-
keepers push lap counters for the laps flown which 
records the race time; cuts are reported and recorded 
before the models had landed and Karen Callow was 
delivering a printout of our time sheet as we returned to 
pits. The time sheet showed each lap time for the entire 
race.

On Sunday morning, two more rounds of F3T and F3R 
were to be flown and a finale of the Shoot-Out for both 
classes but unfortunately rain, and heavier forecast, 

Ron DeChastel Memorial 

PYLON RACE
17th & 18th September 2016

Ross & Noeline Craighead

F3R Placegetters

F3T Placegetters

F3T & Shootout winner
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meant that at 0900 Bruce made the announcement to call-off 
any further racing. After many hands helped pack up all the 
cages, lights and timing equipment it was time for Prize Giving.

This event is held annually in honour of Ron DeChastel, who 
was a very well respected and prominent aero modeler for many 
years (decades!) and Sunday was the anniversary of his 
passing. Prize Giving was an emotional part of the competition. 
Irene DeChastel who had supplied the elegant trophies was 
unfortunately unable attend, due to the weather.

Bruce did the honours of presenting the trophies and gifts to the 
Pilots, Callers and Helpers.

F3T F3R Results
1st ‘Team Callow
Christopher / Kevin 296.5 1st Alex Davy / Chris Watt 351.0
2nd 
Bruce DeChastel / Tony Singleton 315.2 2nd Tyler Mees / 
Matthew Wood 383.0
3rd 
Greg Gillies / Steve Taylor 376.4 3rd ‘Team Craighead ~ Ross / 
Noeline 389.8

The event was most enjoyable and we extend our Thanks to 
everyone at the SMF for the superb field and the people in the 
canteen that supplied endless food, to Bruce & Linda DeChastel 
for organising the truly enjoyable comp, to all the helpers, 
timekeepers, starters, computer operators who assisted in the 
smooth-running of the event and to everyone for their 
friendliness towards us, especially our lifetime friends, the 
Callow clan for all their hospitality and assistance. THANK 
YOU.

This is a great event to fly at and very easy to travel to. We flew 
China Airlines which was completely ‘hassle free’. The airfares 
were exceptionally competitive and the aircraft very 
comfortable.

A box for the Pylon model is a ‘dream’ to transport after the 
numerous times of taking our F3A models overseas. Pylon is a 
team sport that is fun and that anyone can enjoy and be a part of. 
We would highly recommend anyone interested in flying pylon 
to mark this event on the calendar for next year. We would 
definitely compete again.

Right top to bottom:
Team Craighead

Ross doing the prep
Racing action

Above:
F3T model

Right:
Bruce & Linda DeChastel
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SIG
RC SCALE

Due to the success of our last outing at Waharoa, a Spring R/C 
Competition event was scheduled for September 10-11. The 
entry was generally down on the last event held at this most 
excellent venue, largely due to the less than favourable forecast 
and that was to haunt us later on the Saturday. The morning 
dawned cool, but fine and still so we chose to fly two rounds of 
Sportsman  flying in prior to taking a lunch break. 

While everyone was tucking into the BBQ Food the weather 
arrived true to said forecast and blew at about 20kph straight 
across the strip. Gwyn Avenell decided to give it a try and 
everyone was truly glad it was him and not themselves. All 
ended well with full credit to him for his tenacity and skill, 
however the decision was made not to risk models 
unnecessarily by postponing the rest of the flying until Sunday 
which looked more promising. While his flight was scored it was 
quite rightly discarded After a nice evening meal at a favoured 
Italian Eatery, plus a couple of nightcaps of course and a  good 
nights’ sleep  we were welcomed with a bright day and light 
winds resulting in a full days flying.  

So to the Sportsman event, where Grant Finlay acquitted 
himself well with his AG Wagon, posting some very good 
scores. He’s a good keen man and I was most pleased to see 
him at this event. Clint Kraidy flew a Sea Fury, Gordon Meads 
an Airtractor 502B and those three took the top slots in that 
order. Clint tried a couple of props in an effort to keep the noise 
down. He has very little competition experience but enormous 
talent and is well known for his huge Turbine MIG and I look 
forward to seeing him on the competition flight line again.

Dave Neilson is also a newcomer to competition and got into the 
swing of things pretty quickly. He started with a Lysander but 
then gave it up for a Morrisey Bravo. Lysander models don’t 
come with a particularly good reputation, but I thought it flew 
quite well. Getting them slow enough for a good landing 
appears to be an issue.  I can’t wait to see his upcoming 
Beaufighter and I’m pushing him to get it up on the MFNZ 
Forum as a Build Thread.  

Chris Tynan had an unfortunate experience that removed the 
undercarriage from his Corsair so was unable to complete the 
event, while Graham Bradley, in his usual laugh a minute mood, 
put in a variable performance with his Shoestring . It was 
interesting being a judge, with Graham admonishing himself 
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Matamata

September 10th & 11th

Top to bottom:
Gordon Meads Airtractor perfect timing
Competitors group photo
Dave Neilson - Morrisey Bravo
Gwyn Avenell - RDW8 
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during his whole flight but it takes nothing away from his 
enthusiasm or his determination to participate. 

Classic was a battle between combinations of good models 
and experienced flyers. Gwyn’s RWD8 is really is his “Sunday 
Flier”’ while his new competition model, the magnificent 
Hawker Fury is being completed. Steve Cole has a very classy 
Fokker DVII, Roger Gibbs has repowered his Bucker 
Jungmeister with Saito 84 and it has bags of power and flies 
very smoothly. I had my trusty Miles Hawk and it continues to do 
well for me. Steve Cole has also been playing around with 
props for the DVII. I’ve flown this model at Highbrook and it’s an 
absolute delight, so much so that I really need to finish a certain 
Albatross DII languishing in my workshop. Steve is dedicated 
and just needs more time on the model to be really competitive
A pleasing factor about the event was the way the less 
experienced contestants responded to and asked advice 
regards the execution of the various manoeuvres chosen in a 
schedule. The rules are there for all to see but interpretation 
seems to vary somewhat. It is an easy fix if the questions are 
asked.  

Thanks are due in all sorts of directions - to the Matamata Club, 
Mike Briggs for arranging meat for the BBQ, Christina Avenell 
for her scoring work, Roger Gibbs and his lovely wife Lin for the 
manning the BBQ, those who  judged and to all of you who 
gave up your weekend to make the occasion what is was. 
Thanks also to Peter Hewson, the R/C Scale SIG Chairman, for 
his continued support from deepest, darkest Christchurch. We 
will be scheduling  the next  North Island R/C Scale 
Championships again in late Summer / early Autumn 2017 and 
this will feature a WWI Commemorative Award so get those bi-
plane projects on the building bench.  
Final Placings were as follows.
Sportsman
1st  Grant Finlay             Cessna  AgWagon
2nd Clint Kraidy              Hawker Sea Fury
3rd Gordon Meads         Airtractor
Classic
1st Brian Borland           Miles M2P Hawk Major
2nd Gwyn Avenell          RDW8
3rd Roger Gibbs            Bucker Jungmeister

Top to bottom:
Steve Cole - Fokker DVII
Clint Kraidy - hawker Sea Fury
Brian Borland - Miles M2P Hawk Major
Roger Gibbs - Bucker Jungmeister
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FAI F3A Asian-Oceanic Championships 
(AOC), Taichung, Taiwan
October 1st - 8th, 2016
New Zealand again sent a full complement of three pilots to the 
2016 Asian-Oceanic Championships for F3A. Andrew Palmer, 
James Danby, and Anthony Hall, with myself as Team Manager. 
The Asian-Oceanic Championship is the premier FAI 
competition for F3A in the region, and attracts pilots and teams 
from Japan, China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Thailand, 
Philippines, Australia, and of course New Zealand. The AOC is 
run in the in-between years to the World Championship which is 
due to be held in Argentina in 2017.

The 3 pilots travelled from Auckland to Taiwan, each with their 
model boxes, and various batteries, etc. They just managed to 
avoid the tail end of Typhoon Meji, as it passed by to the East 
toward China. Landing safely, they picked up the rental cars and 
trekked the hour and a half or so south to the city of Taichung. 
The competition was held at the flying site of the famous Align 
R/C Model Club, facing a beautiful river and Taiwan’s central 
mountains. The FAI Jury members, judges, and pilots plus 
helpers all stayed at a hotel together in the center of the 
Fengyuan District nearby, making it all very sociable.

The New Zealand team arrived three days ahead of the 
competition to allow for some local practice. We managed a 
sneaky flight each at the competition site, but that was then 
closed for preparations for the competition. There were 3 
practice areas close by. Initially one required the grass cut, one 
was closed, and the other was a raised platform akin to flying 
from an aircraft carrier. So along with the Australians and 
Chinese we headed to a fourth practice site an hour’s drive 
north. The New Zealand team had uneventful practice and got 
through model processing ready for the first day of competition.
I arrived for the Team Manager’s meeting and the official 

opening ceremony, which 
was a bit like the Olympics 
with flags, team processions 
and national anthems! More 
fantastic food and a chance 
to start making friends. And 
some dancing by Taiwan’s 
aboriginal tribes.

The competition started with 
four days of preliminary rounds flying the P-17 schedule (the 
preliminary schedule for next year’s World Championships). It 
was pretty warm and humid, a bit of an adjustment from a NZ 
winter. But I gather the conditions weren’t nearly as tough as 
previous years by far! 

Each of the 28 pilots flew once in the P15 schedule in front of 5 
judges on each of the first four days. There was a mixture of 
biplanes and monoplanes and both electric and glow powered 
motors. Lots of selfies were taken of some very nice airplanes 
sitting in the pits.

The New Zealand pilots aimed to fly consistently and increase 
their scores in each successive round. James and Anthony 
were caller for each other and I called for Andrew. There was 
some exceptional flying particularly from highly ranked 
Japanese, Australian and Chinese pilots, and the junior pilots 
from Japan and China also showed that the younger pilots 
coming through the ranks are very talented. At the end of the 
preliminary rounds, Andrew ranked 14th and was into the semi-
final fly-off. James Danby just missed out, in 16th place and 
Anthony Hall was in 17th place, completing a very nice final 
round. New Zealand pilots flew solidly and took the opportunity 
to watch the style and technique of other international teams to 
see ways to improve. New Zealand finished fifth in the team 
competition behind Japan, Australia, China, and Chinese 
Taipei. A big banquet was held by the local organizers to 
celebrate the preliminary rounds, with 10 delicious local dishes, 
plus lots of local beer! A lot of fun!

Waihopai Valley Site  28th & 29 January 2017

BLENHEIM MODEL AERO CLUBBLENHEIM MODEL AERO CLUB
Pilots must be 
current MFNZ 
members with Wings
Badge. 

Further information
phone Peter on
021 210 7769 or email 
peterd@orcon.net.nz

Want to know 
more on Aerotowing & 
upcoming events, join 
RCATNZ@yahoogroups.com

SummerSummerSummer
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The top 15 pilots then flew the final schedule (F17) for two semi-
final rounds after an intervening day of practice. The heavens 
opened on the semi-finals day, so the judges simply put up 
umbrellas and the pilots donned all manner of plastic rain 
jackets and plastic transmitter hoods. The competition carried 
on regardless. Getting into the semi-finals is rare for New 
Zealand (Frazer is the only pilot to have achieved this 
previously), so we don’t fly the finals schedule routinely in 
national competitions…this might change. James flew the 
calibration semi-final flight for the 5 judges after which the 
competition proper began. Andrew did well to fly two technically 
completed rounds with no zero scores to finish 15th.

The top 5 pilots flew on the last day in the finals, flying the F17 
schedule twice more interspersed with two unknown 
schedules. More exceptional flying. The Japan team took out 
the top 4 places with Tetsuo Onda successfully defending his 
title. We finished off with a prize giving and banquet, which was 
a lot of fun now that everyone had finished the serious flying part 
of the trip.
Highlights for me included:
- Going to my first international competition
- The local organizing team who did a superb job to run a 

seamless competition program
- The 5 judges and the jury who concentrated non-stop for 6 

days of competition
- Superb flying, and the friendliness and humility of all pilots 

and helpers and the willingness for everyone to go the extra 
mile to help each other

- Team Japan who flew exceptionally and truly worked as a 
team (plus were very friendly with a bit of Taiwan beer!)

- Meeting lots of new friends from all parts of the region and 
the world

- The friendly and warm hospitality of our hosts and of all the 
people we met in Taiwan

- Realization that with a bit of hard work and practice, New 
Zealand pilots can reach the semi-finals 

We would like to give a big thanks to Model Flying New Zealand 
and the aerobatics SIG for funding and support to the New 
Zealand team and Hamish and Ewan Galloway for helping with 
organization and all the team pilots with building model parts.

If you are interested in flying some aerobatics, or know 
someone who is, please call our 0800 number. Ok, so we don’t 
really have a 0800 number…. Please check out the MFNZ 
website or http://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/ 

Suetonia Palmer
Team Manager

MFNZ members only with wings badges - BBQ and drinks

larger models preferred

www.highbrookaeromodellers.wordpress.com
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The F3J World Championships. That means 
something to Soarers, who, we are told, rock! 
But what does that involve? F3J is one of the 
many soaring disciplines, this one involves 
mostly 4 metre wingspan thermal gliders that 
are launched from a 150 metre line towed by 
hand rather than electric winch. The task is to fly 
for as long as possible within a 10 minute slot 
and land on a target. Sounds pretty simple?  Good guys are 
getting off the tow line between 0.5 of a second and 2 seconds 
and landing at 9.59 dead on a target 20cm across. The two man 
hand tow team strain against a 50kg load during pre-launch and 
then cover about 20 metres in 2 seconds leaning so far forward 
they can touch the ground with their spare hand whilst running.  
The pilots are flying in slots of twelve and out to the very limits of 
visibility, to chase the elusive lift, then weaving their way back 
through the melee to hit the spot just before the buzzer. So who 
were team NZ for 2016? Joe Wurts, Kevin Botherway and John 
Shaw won through the qualifiers and had the privilege of buying 
and equipping three bright orange Maxas and finding that after 
all of the gear was packed, there really wasn’t any room left 
within the baggage allowance for any personal gear other than 
a bit of team clothing.  Never saw John in anything other than a 
team shirt for nearly three weeks!  The vital tow man position 
was filled by Dave Pratley who comes from Oz but has 
supported the Kiwi team before and slightly late to the party, the 
team was completed by Jonathan Shorer as team manager. 
So, here is our daily diary.

Sunday 24th July Arrival in Slovenia
Having navigated our way through the flight from around NZ on 
a day of multiple flight cancellations due to bad weather and 
survived transporting three coffin sized boxes of planes as well 
as lots of support gear, we arrived at Vienna airport to meet up 
with Dave. He had got there 8 hours earlier and thought that the 
best place to wait for us was in one of those comfy massage 
chairs that lay unused in the darkest hours of the night. Our car 
hire company decided that we didn’t need the cars that we had 
asked for and could have a couple of Astras. Joe worked his 
volumetric magic and devised a way of fitting everything in but 
that did involve having the front seats at the fully forward 
position and driving with knees pressed against the dashboard. 
It was only a five hour drive to our hotel so we set off. From 
Auckland in the rain and temps in the teens it was Central 

Our home for the next ten days

Just an average pile of gear for F3J, apart from the Control liners

The giant marquee ready for meetings, lunches and shelter from storms

One of our Maxas cruises by 
towards the landing spot

Europe and a lovely sunny 34C. Quite a change. We found the 
hotel in Postojna easily and after a quick check-in mid 
afternoon, we just had to go to the field about 30 minutes away 
in Vipava and resist the temptation for a lie down after 30 hours 
of travel.

Team NZ got to field for a quick warm up. We found the field 
completely deserted and so parked by a couple of hay bales to 
set up the gliders. We laid out the bungee and had a few flights 
before the hard days training for the next three days. Flying in a 
valley with lots of wind shifts was a new experience and it was a 
good thing to have our beater planes to keep the competition 
models in reserve. 

Pilots:
Kevin Botherway
John Shaw
Joe Wurts
Towman:
Dave Pratley
Manager:
Jonathan Shorer
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Monday 25th July Training begins
A big surprise for the start of our stay in Vipava. A nice calm 
morning as we left the hotel at 7.30 and, as we came around the 
bend in the valley, we could see the trees starting to lean over. It 
is a bit difficult to get the wind direction from the car, but when 
we got to the field, it was clear that there was a strong wind 
blowing at 90 degrees to the lane setup. The wind is roaring 
down the mountain face opposite to the event HQ and very 
turbulent. We had a chat to some of the campers who had 
arrived late in the afternoon and they said that they had awoken 
to their van rocking violently. We had a comparison of wind 
speed meters with claims as to who had the biggest, but it 
seemed that the wind was about 8mps with much stronger 
gusts. Doesn't seem like the ideal morning to be testing planes 
so we retired to the hotel for some administration while we see if 
the weather would improve later in the day.  

Tuesday 26thJuly
It's been a day of omni wind. It has blown from every direction 
and every strength mostly at the same time. We've been sitting 
watching the windsock and the various flags and they've all 
been pointing in different directions, so it's anybody’s guess 
whether you are launching upwind, down wind or crosswind. 
Sometimes two different directions during the launch. It 
certainly adds interest. There has been booming lift and of 
course, great sink. Rowdy looked all set for a nice approach 
from the far side of the field and then was taking the long walk 
as the air just dumped him. He ran out of sky about 300 metres 
away and can be seen as a tiny dot picking up, in one of the 
photos. Several landing approaches featured 90 degrees of roll 
and there was a certain amount of throws being increased to 
cope with the gusty conditions.
 
And did I mention hot? Really warm in the morning and around 
35C after lunch. Not quite the same as the kiwi winter. We've 
been downing the water like it was running out and it is still hard 
to keep hydrated. 

All day long, teams have been arriving, but not too many putting 
in some serious airtime. Two more days of practice and then the 
Cup starts on Friday with 135 pilots entered. The sky is going to 
get busy. We will fly our orange Maxas in the World 
Championships and just our beaters for the prelims. We spent a 
little time sorting things out and certainly there are some huge 
gaps in the sky, with air like a washing machine, sometimes 
almost inverting the planes. With chop from surrounding 
obstacles such as trees and mountains it's going to make 
landing precision interesting. We have made a good decision 
on model colour with the backdrop being really hard to see 
models and other models could be a recipe for mid-air’s and 
disaster. Most of the time the model is flying against the 
background of the valley sides which makes visibility really 
hard.  The team is working very well together and everyone has 
been getting what they need out of the last chance to test their 
models in the unfamiliar conditions. Tomorrow we have a 
chance to practice hand towing. We may find that the towers 
get some serious airtime as Joe tests our limits. We've been 
bulking up in the restaurant to show that we are all team 
players. There is plenty of choice for the pizza lover but 
alternative food is slightly harder to find.

Wednesday 27th July
Our fourth day on site and yet more interesting weather. We 
wanted to get to the field early to see if the weather was calm in 
the early morning. As we turn into the valley about 10kms short 
of the site, the trees are bending down to touch the ground so, 
probably not too calm! We get all the planes built up and are 
ready to go. Trucks start appearing with lots of slim guys 
showing off their sun tans. They are the tent building team. 
We've booked a tent so this is of great interest. They lay out a 
series of commercial 5m by 5m tents and then all go off behind 
the clubhouse to help assemble an enormous marquee. It looks 
as though it might be the place for lunch for 200 of us. Makes me 
wish that I had an indoor plane with me. I'm sure that someone 
will. We have seen various non competition planes. An electric 
flying wing, several F3K planes and today, a 250 size 
quadcopter. More and more competitors are arriving now. We 
have quite a decent size pool ready for cooling off. I spotted a 
large pressure keg of beer in the back of one car and our 
neighbours have set up their fridge and coffee machine. By 
lunchtime, the tents are all up and suddenly 3 WiFi senders 
appear on the clubhouse roof. Things are beginning to look like 
a serious set up. The man with the digger laying pipes in 
trenches seems to have finished his job and competitors 
continue to show up. Lots of greeting old friends and helping out. 
After lunch, we have our second session of hand towing 
practice. We are teaming up with the South Africa and Canada 
teams and taking turns to try to grind the towers into the ground. 
It continues to be hot and the wind shifts constantly. Crosswind 
launches are very common and occasionally downwind too. A 
couple of line breaks show that we are trying hard and the pilots 
have even managed to drag two 100 kg towers back towards the 
pulley. About three o'clock we look at the sky and someone 
says, that rain looks about 20 minutes away. Instantly, the first 
raindrop lands on my shoulder and we decide to pull the plug. 
We sprint back carrying the models to our recently completed 
tent and take shelter. The sky lights up and thunder crashes 
around us. After a couple of hours it is clear that flying is over for 
the day so we tidy up and head back to the hotel. Tomorrow is 
the last practice day and the field is getting busier.

Thursday 28th July
Final day of practice. An early start at the field and what Mr 
Beaufort would describe as "light airs". A very nice warm 
session of flying with the wind broadly where we wanted it and a 
chance to give the tow men more of a workout. We were happy 

John Shaw getting his plane assembled for a first test at Vipava

Rowdy takes the long walk to collect a land out
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to give Dave Kalaman a chance to get warmed up before 
towing for his own team. A walk around the site showed that 
everything was coming together nicely. A good selection of 
alternate flying machines were in evidence and the Brits had 
even snuck a couple of control line aircraft into their luggage. 
We've principally concentrated on hand towing practice today 
and everyone has had a chance to experience their arms being 
pulled from their sockets. You can see how hard the guys work 
in the photos. Late morning the Army arrived with a variety of 
trucks and one mystery trailer proves to be a mobile shower 
unit. Their full role may become apparent tomorrow. At 
lunchtime, the balmy weather looked as though it was starting 
to break down and by 1pm lightning strikes were punctuating 
the surrounding hilltops. Torrential rain ensued for a while and 
we were glad of the tents again. We sat looking at the downpour 
for a while and then it stopped so we flew some more. Then it 
rained, we stopped. Repeat as necessary throughout the 
afternoon. More and more people are showing up and old 
friendships are renewed, particularly during the rain intervals. 
At last the clubhouse bar is open but so far, only for sensible 
transactions like paying entry fees. As the day comes to a 
close, even the Team manager gets a chance to try towing. 
Much hilarity all around as the glider pings off the line and the 
TM face plants, twice! Final preparations are underway and 
Rowdy has decided that the grass in front of our tent is not quite 
short enough. The Slovenian management team decide that 
the lady that runs the bar needs to give us instruction how to 
start a lawnmower and having followed the lesson, we're off, 
and now have a nicely trimmed patch. So, models sorted, tent 
sorted, equipment sorted, we are ready to go. What could 
possibly go wrong, other than the weather, equipment failure 
and brain farts?

Friday 29th July The World Cup
Day one of the Cup and what a day! Probably the best weather 
since we got here with light but variable winds all day. Several 
changes of towing directing and throughout it all, HOT. We 
started flying at 9am and flew until 8pm, so a long day on the 
field and plenty of excitement for everyone. Some slots were 
brutal and we flew out almost the whole slot at no more than 30 
metres high. We confirmed just how hard it is to see a dark 
model against the background of the hills and a couple of the 
guys lost sight of the model for quite a few panicky seconds. At 
one stage, we all lost sight of John Shaw's model. It seemed to 
be hard against the cliffs and was last seen going down 
vertically. After a big handful of up, we spotted the top of the 
wings about 200ft higher up the hill. It seemed to have gained 
altitude all by itself and then Joe was able to talk John to a 
successful round. We have been working with Thomas Trusso 
from Italy and he has proved to be a strong tow man as well as 
benefitting himself from some Joe coaching. The shifting wind 
has been a challenge at times and needing to swap ends for 
towing in back to back rounds entails the tow men running 300 
metres up the field to re-establish the tow position. There was 
one spectacular moment when a plane in the next lane to us 
blew up on the line and the wing pirouetted down to the ground 
with the tail section missing. Tow man rivalry is developing as 
each seeks to out pull the other and tonight Rowdy sports a 
graze on his forehead from having contacted Dave's knee at 
the end of the tow. So, at the end of the first day, the conditions 
have given some familiar names a hard time and the field is 
mixed up. After round 3 Joe is 21st equal, John Shaw is 33rd, 
Rowdy is 41st and Dave Pratley is 54th. Tomorrow we have 
another 3 rounds to fly and then the Banquet in the evening. 
The weather still looks threatening for the main competition but 
this location is anything but predictable.

Saturday 30th July
Well, we won’t mess about with the big build up. Joe won the 
Slovenia Cup. Now let’s see how we got him there. As is 

Joe with his Maxa and what was to become our everyday backdrop of 
hills

Joe takes the strain ready to launch

John perfecting the lawn dart landing

Spot the plane going up vertically in the background
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becoming usual, we were all into breakfast at 6.15 am and 
looking forward to another day’s competition. On the drive to the 
field we had a full blue sky and no wind showing in the trees. We 
dug into flying rounds and the first excitement came during John 
Shaw’s round. As we counted down working time, he fired up 
his model and the rudder servo was flapping from side to side. 
He fired up his alternate model and we rushed the previous 
launch sequence to get him airborne. With plenty of Joe 
coaching, he flew out the round with no issues. We then had a 
series of 4 back to back rounds and ended with Rowdy needing 
to get himself back from towing to collecting his aircraft and 
getting them hooked up within the 5 minute working time. We 
only just made it and Joe had no time to pretension the line. So 
he kicked and we ran hard. Team 129 ( the cumulative age of 
John and Jonathan) ran as hard as they could and launched 
Rowdy into the ether, well, a few hundred feet anyway. Rowdy 
flew out his round but all of the pilots did plenty of scraping 
around and big lift was rare. There were a bunch of 8 
paragliders drifting along the top of the ridge to tempt us but 
however good it looks, the ridge line is 2.5kms away and a 4 
metre glider is really small at that range. And so we ground out 
the rounds and steady progress sees Joe get into the flyoffs. 
The rest of the team were absolutely happy with their placings. 
Dave Pratley placed his best ever in an international 
competition but we all geared up to support Joe in the flyoffs. It 
all went pretty well in the first round and then the second round 
was brutal. Numerous pilots couldn’t stay airborne and after an 
age of scratching, Joe weaved through the road signs on the 
highway and landed out. Jonathan was sent off 600 metres 
down the field to collect the model whilst Joe picked up his 
alternate for a re-light. Running back across the field, we heard 
that the round was going to be re-flown. So, Joe got a second 
life but then we found that his flight batteries were flat, having 
lain in the long grass with the flaps fully down. After running 
back to our tent, we found that Rowdies spare batteries used 
different plugs to Joe’s plane, but Joe had a converter lead in his 
flight box, so a bit of fiddling replaced a square battery pack with 
a long pack and we had another life. Joe flew out a great third 
round and the whole team let out a big sigh to complete the 
competition. Back to the tent for big drinks of water and a few 
minutes later, we heard that the results were posted and Joe 
was the winner. A short awards ceremony on the field and then a 
quick trip back to the hotel, shower, jump in the Team Canada 
bus and back to the medieval courtyard for the banquet. 
Fantastic company and much joy. A great idea to have the big 
social occasion at the beginning. Tomorrow is registration. A 
chance to catch up on some administration and to get ready for 
the World Champs. Cup models are packed away and World 
Champs models will be readied. Another great day of flying in 
prospect.

Sunday 31 July
Well, a quieter day today. Officially "arrival day" but for us the 
end of the first week on site and the start of the main event as we 
register our models for the championship. Having got back from 
the Banquet and gone to bed, we got up again just over 5 hours 
later. We were all glad of the change of pace today. The field 
was deserted as we assembled the models ready for 
registration and for a while we were the only people in our six 
bay tent. At last people started to arrive and as things got 
underway, it was obvious that we could move up the queue by 
being ready to fill in lulls in the scrutineer’s workload. With all of 
the paperwork complete, it was time to do some line testing. By 
now, the day was warming up and we were glad to get the work 
done whilst it was only 34C.  After lunch we saw 37 C and hand 
towing was getting to be less fun with very little breeze and high 
humidity. It felt as though thunder might start happening but it 
did manage to stay dry. In the evening we went into the centre of 
Vipava to the magnificent old buildings for the opening 
ceremony. We were led into the courtyard by the tiniest flag 

Going up, look at the angle of climb!

Note how little the plane has travelled 
forward from the South African launcher
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bearer and she did her job well. We had speeches from the 
Mayor and other organisers as well as local music and the 
event was declared open. So, early to bed and battle 
commences.

Monday 1 August The World Championships begin
What a difference a day makes. Yesterday we sat in the tent 
sweltering and asking for a bit of breeze to cool us down. This 
morning, we sat outside the hotel after breakfast and watched 
the sky blacken. Then a couple of flashes of lightning and we 
got into the cars to go to the flying field. It's never a good look to 
have your windscreen wipers on high speed when going flying. 
We did our usual check of the wind turbine that we drive past, 
which seemed OK, but the closer that we got, the windier it 
became. Having left all of our models assembled, it seemed 
that emergency action was required to avoid them becoming 
damaged. We broke the world speed record for stripping down 
10 Maxas and we're hugely grateful to all the other fliers who 
came to help, either carrying gear or just leaning on the 
structure to try to stop it blowing over. As we worked to pack 
away, our next door neighbours developed a new light and airy 
look to their accommodation when the roof broke loose and 
thrashed around complete with its metal side guide rails. We 
did our best to break up the wind by parking cars and vans 
upwind of the tents and elsewhere the campers did their best to 
secure their sleeping accommodation. 

The big marquee seemed a stronger structure and many teams 
put their complete models in there. But the organisers were 
very wary of that blowing down and so stopped access to what 
we hope turns out to be a safe place. The gusts were very 
strong, apparently 18 metres per second which is 50% over the 
limit for flying so there was a round of applause for the 
organisers abandoning flying for the day. Everyone wants to 
start the competition but not by blowing up $4000 models. This 
afternoon we'll do a bit of resting and maybe go to the castle 
built into the cliff face which is a local attraction. Tomorrow, the 
forecast seems more promising but we have a major job to re-
rig planes that have been packed in a hurry. Breakfast at 6am 
looks to be the pattern for a couple more days.

An unexpected chance to do a bit of touristing this afternoon. 
Postojna traffic was a bit congested as there was an accident 
that closed the nearby autobahn and the 17km tailback was 
diverted through the town. We took a tiki tour to avoid the jam 
and adventured across country toward the castle in the cliff. 
The car park was a bit of a dogfight with too many cars and not 
enough spaces, but eventually we parked by the roadside and 
paid to enter the castle. It is a remarkable building and the 
thoughts of how they nailed it to the cliff face with no scaffolding 
would give the health and safety man apoplexy. But then our 
tour took us past the torture chamber and we saw the fate of the 
"elf n safety" man. There was a triangular horse shaped object 
and instead of stirrups, there were big stones that would be 
attached to the poor unfortunate’s feet. Not sure about the 
quality of information thus obtained. The castle was occupied 
until the end of the Second World War and is now simply a 
tourist attraction. We saw stone balls 30cm in diameter which 
were fired at the castle by besieging forces from catapults. That 
amount of stored energy would be useful in a bungee launch 
but eventually gunpowder took the place of twisted fibres and 
counterweights.  We’ll reset tomorrow morning and see if the 
wind is kinder to us. Half a day would be great, time to get on 
with the competition at last.

Tuesday 2nd August
First day of the competition! It seemed like ages since we had 
been flying, in fact only a day. As usual, we watched the trees 
carefully as we drove towards the site and they were bending 
over, big time. We got to the field and discovered that 

Models almost cleared away whilst helpers prevent the tent from 
blowing over

And then the wind blew the roof off our tent

If it is too windy to fly, go sightseeing to the biggest rock castle in 
Europe

Joe gives the kick to get the model away, taking every inch of the 
launching lane
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everything in the main tent had survived the night. The tent 
guys had been on site since 5 am which must have pleased the 
campers as they hammered in long spikes to hold down the 
tents. The layout is just the same and we hope they last the rest 
of the competition without a problem. The wind continued to 
howl around the site and the 9am start time turned into a delay 
till 11am. At that time, we were given 15 minutes to get started 
and it was great to see 11 planes surging into the sky again. The 
wind continued to shift around but there was good air and 
Rowdy led us off with a solid round. Because of the need to get 
some flying done, lunch was a bit abbreviated and a quick dash 
to the local bakers saw the boys tucking into some sort of pizza, 
but it did the job and was accompanied by plenty of water. After 
lunch we continued to put in solid rounds with no mistakes. 
Dave Pratley is our top tow man and keeps all of the gear in 
order. For added horsepower, Rowdy accompanies him when 
Joe wants to hit the stratosphere.  But for the rest of the 
launches, Jonathan has taken the other handle. So, what is it 
like to be a newbie tow man who has only ever pulled the handle 
at a world championships?  Well, you lean against the straps as 
Joe builds the pressure and gradually you can feel the tension 
in your shoulder joint. Joe gives the signal by kicking his leg and 
we run a hard as we possibly can. The pilot pulls back on the 
stick and the tension builds yet further. If the pilot pulls really 
hard, steps get smaller and smaller as you try to make 
progress. It has been known for the tow men to be lifted off the 
ground, but so far we have stayed on terra firma. Dave joined 
the face plant club today as the pressure is suddenly released, 
but the rivalry and teasing is intense. Having done the hard 
yards, the parachute is ready to be recovered. As you walk 
down the field, there is a bow wave of grass hoppers jumping up 
in front of your feet. The windy morning has turned into a flat 
calm dusk and the competition manager decides to get three 
rounds in the bag before releasing us to go get a beer. We 
finished at 7 20pm and after a quick briefing about tomorrow it is 
back to the hotel for a shower and dinner. At the end of the day, 
we are in a solid fifth place. There is a spread of only 8 points 
from us to the leader. Individually Joe is in 2nd, Rowdy is 21 and 
John is 31. We have no droppers and are set well for the 
morrow. 

Wednesday 3rd August
Day two of the competition. Another light and fluffy day, but what 
does that mean? Well we arrived at the field and it looked pretty 
good. The sun was shining, the clouds were absent and the 
shadow of the mountain opposite was gradually receding. It 
looked as though we were good for a 9am start and so it proved. 
The early flights were a bit scratchy as the lift was yet to 
develop. We flew one good round but John was struggling a bit 
with vision at long range and so we had to get him to try out 
some different coloured lenses to cope with the slightly hazy 
conditions. Having completed the first round, we then had a 
round of juniors and then started with seniors before the lunch 
break. All in all we had about a three hour break and Rowdy was 
starting to get restless. We found him beached as. Parked in a 
kiddy paddling pool he was enjoying the cool down. Then he 
was complaining of the cold, which since it was 34C was a bit 
unusual. Later, Joe went for a strong tow and decided to build a 
bit of tension. As he pumped the line at one end and the tow 
men walked away at the other end, you could see how much 
power was involved as his muscles started to vibrate the plane 
and the wing tips displayed how much effort he was putting in. 
As the afternoon progressed, it was clear that lift was hard to 
come by. Some guys got away and others really struggled. We 
heard the sound of carbon crashing together several times and 
planes spiralled down out of the sky. Some planes came down 
in bits and others fluttered down to land in the bushes on the 
edge of the airfield 700 metres away. So, a great days flying. 
We completed three rounds. Each pilot flew for 10 minutes 
three times during 8.5 hours on the field. That doesn't sound 

Lots of fluro orange 
beauty

The view down the valley from outside our tent.  It was to prove a 
severe eyesight test

Time for a bit of sky watching

Time for a quick sit down between rounds, Rowdy and John 
cool off
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like a big deal. But we are a small team and for every flight, all 
five of us take part. Joe has done 9 muscle sapping launches 
plus a re flight. The tow men cover about a kilometre up and 
down the field for every launch, oh, and did I mention it was hot? 
So, a great days flying. We had one poor flight which has 
knocked us down the placings a bit but it's a dropper, so we will 
see where the results pan out after we do another 3 rounds 
tomorrow. All the planes are intact and we are looking forward to 
another great day. 

Thursday 4th August
Day 3 of the competition. All week long, the weather forecast 
has been grim for the weekend and we’ve been speculating 
about how this might affect the number of rounds flown. We 
were told to expect a long Thursday and it seems that the 
competition might finish on that day with the flyoffs on Friday. 
And so we took to the field for another scorcher. The day started 
with two rounds of Juniors and so we didn’t get to fly until around 
11am when the sun had warmed the field up nicely. Joe had a 
difficult launch and took several attempts to get the towline to 
release. This gave him a slightly longer tow but nothing too 
troubling. We could see nothing wrong with the gear and the 
next to fly was John. He too had a poor release but nothing he 
did would get the model off the line and so it floated around and 
down to land back in the lane, on top of the other line. Joe and I 
ran to get the model clear and it was slightly nearer to him so I 
ran back to the stakes for a re-launch. We got him away cleanly 
for a reasonable score, but he already had one low score so this 
equipment problem was going to hurt. Joe still hasn’t solved the 
reason for the problem but we changed sleeves on the tow line 
and haven’t had another issue. We had some tough draws 
during the day including one of 4 slots in a row. The whole team 
are on the field with all of the aircraft and just to finish it off, slots 
3 and 4 were both Rowdy piloting and involved changing from 
Lane one to Lane 11. This was because he was last flyer in 
round 7 and first flyer in round 8. The day got hotter. About 35 C 
today so plenty of water needed and wet towels all round. After a 
final round of Juniors mid-afternoon, we had rounds 9 and ten to 
come with a prospect of finishing just before 8pm with the sun 
going down. The air was very flat and it became clear that some 
pilots were in “do or die” mode as this was the last chance to 

make a difference. There were several near misses and a 
collision near the landing but all of our pilots did well in the final 
round. Rowdy could make the full time but as he had no poor 
score to drop, he spared the tow men a final effort. The main 
competition has finished with very narrow differences in the 
points. We’ve dropped back from our early promise and 
finished in 13th place. Joe was 2nd and is in the flyoffs. Rowdy 
was 26th and John 59th. Our honorary kiwi, Dave Pratley has 
towed his heart out and we have our fingers crossed for Joe in 
the flyoffs. It has been a great few days in Slovenia. Our flouro 
orange Maxas have stood out brilliantly against the backdrop of 
the mountains and are all still intact. We’ve seen some great 
new talented pilots emerge and had a lot of laughs particularly 
with our South African tent neighbours.  Altogether, soaring has 
well and truly rocked.

Friday 5th August The Flyoffs.
Four rounds in and Joe is in third place. Today the pattern of 
flying is quite different. The pack is all chasing lift way downwind 
in the valley and the mountain is not at all the “go to place”. 
Some good eyesight is required to follow the tiny specs in the 
distance. The final 2 rounds coming up shortly after a break for 
the Juniors Competition. There is overcast and a breeze but no 
sign of the stormy weather yet. And then, it's all over. They flew 
three more rounds as there was a landing collision leading to a 
re-fly. Again, models went out to extreme range in search of lift 
and those that were less successful soared the treeline and the 
campsite tents. There were several landings out and 
relaunches but in the end, landing a conservative second 
earlier than he could have, cost Joe a spot on the podium. So 
fourth place, the most excruciating result. There's always 
another year.
 
Saturday 6th August Packing up.
We check out of the hotel and load the cars for the last time.  We 
are driving south to the Adriatic to relax before the flight home.  
It is a brilliant blue sky day but as we pass the end of the valley 
and take a lingering look towards the flying site, the car is 
blasted by strong cross winds.  A good decision by the event 
organisers and a great competition.

Joe kicks one last time in the flyoffs
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LAKE FORSYTH 2016

Just like the words of the song by Crowded House – 
“Smiling as the s#%t comes down… Like four 
seasons in one day.”

For those who braved the blustery south westerlies in tents and 
campervans on the Friday night, we were smiling outwardly but 
anxious on the inside as we waited for the weather gods to smile 
on Lake Forsyth. Two Ezyups were ripped from their positions 
and tossed like matchwood against trailers and cars. Not a 
great start as the organisers tried to salvage what they could. 
Some brave souls, such as Peter Barlow and Matt McKenzie 
rescued what they could in the rain and thoughts turned to 
abandoning the fly-in. The organizing team were able to 
relocate into the large white tent, an awning was erected out the 
front, and optimism started to surface.

Patience won through and by 4pm the sun came out along with 
the lake flies, the wind dropped and everyone took to the air. 
Many flights rose from the recently rolled strip like relieved 
phoenixes. After a couple of hours of flying therapy many pilots 
adjourned to the Little River pub where they enjoyed great 
hospitality and generous helpings of steak or mixed grills. Some 
stayed to see the All Blacks put another one over the Aussies 
while others went back down the road to see some spectacular 
night flying from an array of foamies and flying wings. Myriads of 
tiny UFO’s dotted the star-lit sky. To bed and see what tomorrow 
brings.

Luckily the sun came out in splendid form to bless us with a 
gorgeous spring Sunday and the flying really began. What a 
great spectacle to see an array of models – jets, warbirds, flying 
wings, helicopters, foamies, float planes and seaplanes 
entertaining a large crowd of pilots and spectators. 
Registrations continued to climb to 79 pilots (one off the record); 
all going to show that all good things come to those who wait. 

One of the highlights on the land strip was a pyrotechnics 
display organized by Jeremy McLean. Six warbirds straffed the 
strip while controlled explosions synchronized with their passes 
– a la Wanaka airshow displays. Very effective and entertaining.
It seemed a shame to stop flying for twenty minutes while the 
prizes were presented. Ten raffle draws and a few speeches 
later the following awards were presented by club president, 
Craig Clapham. 

Four seasons in one day

Howard PeteHoward Pete

Tiger MothTiger Moth

Roger Atkinson’s CanadairRoger Atkinson’s Canadair
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PRIZES:
Best Float plane  Carbon Z Cub  Peter Hewson
Best Land plane  SE5A  Victor Tan 
Best Helicopter  Sea sprite  Gavin Jordan
Youngest pilot    Jack Clapham
Oldest pilot    Don Brown

Float & Field Trophy (best overall model)    
SE5A     Victor Tan

Lucky Number registration (Radian from Play Concepts)       
Jordan Reif  (Nelson)

Typhoon duoTyphoon duo

Victor Tan SE5AVictor Tan SE5A Craig’s DH Beaver

Warbird Alley

Youngest pilot:

Jack Clapham
Youngest pilot:

Jack Clapham

Warbird Alley

Richard Race’s RavenRichard Race’s Raven

Craig’s DH Beaver
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Wayne Cartwright

To Contact the SIG Committee
1. For general enquiries, to be registered as a SIG member, 

and matters regarding competition rules, contact Wayne 
Cartwright (Chairman/Secretary):  ..........................
wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz. 

2. To be placed on the free email circulation list for AVANZ 
News, and to contribute articles and ideas, contact Bernard 
Scott (AVANZ News Editor):  scott.scott@xtra.co.nz. 

3. To be sent free pdf plans from the AVANZ Plans Service, 
including access to the huge Co-op Plans archive, contact 
M a r k  Ve n t e r  ( A V A N Z  P l a n s  C o o r d i n a t o r ) :  
avanzplans@xtra.co.nz. 

RC Vintage Contest and Rally Schedule 2016/2017
November 19, 20 NNI Contest & Rally  Tuakau 
January 3 - 7  National Championships  Waharoa 
February 18, 19  NNI Contest & Rally  JR Airsail 
March 18 - 20  NIChampionships & Gareth Newton        

Memorial    Levin 
April 22, 23  NNI Contest & Rally   Tuakau
May 7 (TBC)  Bob Burling Memorial  Levin
May 20, 21  NNI Contest & Rally  Blackfeet 

Vintage Event Schedule for 2017 National Championships
This is listed in the ‘69th National Championship Programme’ 
that is included on page 6 of this issue of MFW.

Event Schedule for 2017 North Island RC Vintage 
Championships
Location: Levin
Saturday 18 March    Sunday 19 March  
Vintage Precision   Vintage E Duration  
Classical Precision  Vintage 1/2A Texaco   
Vintage IC Duration  Vintage 1/2E Texaco  
Classical IC Duration  V & CL Scale Texaco   
Classical 1/2E Texaco  Vintage E Rubber Texaco 
Tomboy IC

Monday 20
Vintage Open Texaco
Vintage E Texaco
Vintage A Texaco
Classical Electric Duration
Tomboy E
      
SIG Committee Ruling on Playboy Spar Eligibility 
The comments about Playboy wing spars in the September 
MFW caused both interest and concern, and this caused the 
Committee to review the situation further.  

As a result of this review, the Committee has ruled that the wing 
of a Playboy Senior may have either two or three spars on the 
upper front one-third of the wing. This ruling has come about 
because there is good evidence that two different plans were 
supplied with the original Playboy Cleveland kit – not just one, 
as had been assumed. One of these plans shows just two 
upper front spars. The other, which is marked ‘Original 1940’, 
shows both two spars and three.  It is unclear whether this was 

intageV
SIG

meant to be interpreted as an option, or whether it was simply 
due to clumsy drafting.  In any case, the existence of this plan 
means that both spar configurations are eligible under the 
Vintage Rules.

Why I Build and Fly Vintage, by Dave Crook
Column writer’s note: Dave’s story should be especially 
encouraging to people who are thinking of flying RC Vintage 
models for the first time because he has done this quite recently 
after several years flying gliders. Dave has brought strong 
enthusiasm and capabilities to the Vintage movement. He is 
now the CD for the NNI events (with Tony Gribble) and also 
served as one of the CDs at the last Nationals. The photo 
shows Dave in his workshop. He won the last Nationals Vintage 
E Texaco event with the Bomber and the 1/2E Texaco Playboy 
performs well.  Over to Dave…..

When I first began flying RC planes I had always been aware of 
Vintage models but thought they had long since disappeared 
and were now just part of model aviation history. 

Having first building a Great Planes Spirit and joining the 
Auckland Model Aero Club around 1990, gliding contests were 
the norm every Sunday at Karaka. Every flight was off a 
bungee, flying alongside Gentle and Sophisticated Ladies. So 
learning to sniff out thermals and maximise flight time has been 
my goal from day one.

I was one of the original members of Auckland Soar when the 
club was formed around the mid-1990s and over the following 
years bungees were replaced by winches, and Gentle Ladies 
were supplanted by Falcon 880s and the like.  After that, we 
saw the Ellipse, which was one the first built up models to be 
imported.  Models such as the Eagle, Cobra, Caracho and 
Supra quickly followed, leading to today’s flying marvel - the 
Maxa. Unfortunately, these ARFs come at a high price so in 
order to be competitive you have to be able to afford one.  
Further, unless you are a gifted pilot, or have the time to 
practice, it is always going to be hard to compete at the pointy 
end of any competition. I was not in a position to do either.
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About three years ago I was asked by Auckland Soar stalwart 
Tony Gribble if I would like to meet him  at a Vintage Competition 
and Rally, to be held at JR Airsail, to help with timing. It was here 
that my introduction to Vintage began. I was wrong about 
thinking that they were extinct, because all manner of Vintage 
aircraft filled the sky and they were flying in several different 
classes. Not only did you get to choose the classes you wanted 
to fly in, you also had all weekend to do it!  Amazing!  It was all 
very relaxing and laid back, but the flyers were still trying to get 
the best possible scores.  

I next met up with Tony at the next Vintage event - at Thames 
Blackfeet. By the end of that weekend I was hooked and wanted 
to do more than just time. I wanted to get involved. 

Having been involved with and enjoying glider competition for 
nearly 30 years, I am now old enough to be wary of too much 
adrenaline pumping through my ageing system, so I am content 
to make a nice model that stooges gently around the sky.  

I have now built three Vintage models and have a further three 
under construction. I seem to find that I can’t build them fast 
enough.  Building is one thing, but fine tuning them to get the 
best performance is quite another.  Within the Vintage SIG 
there are a lot of very experienced builders and airmen that can 
get the very best out of an airframe - and one of the nice things I 
have found is that everyone is willing to help.  That is a big plus 
in my book.  

For me there are similarities between gliding and Vintage. In the 
Vintage E Texaco event, for example, a flight time of 10 minutes 
is required. Given the rules for calculating maximum battery 
capacity (very small) the chances are you are going to need to 
find some good air in order to maximise your flight time.  This is 
not too dissimilar from gliding in many respects. And for me, that 
is why I am into Vintage.

Covering Materials for Vintage: Airspan and Litespan 
Airspan and Litespan are both marketed by Solarfilm Ltd. and 
technical information is available on their website. They are 
both heat-shrink polyester tissues that are available in a range 
of colours.  Their modest strength and light weight makes them 
most suitable for relatively small models, under about 300 sqin.  
They are most suitable for electric models, because the fuel 
resistance of Litespan is not great, and Airspan has none 

Litespan has a pre-applied surface resin that the manufacturers 
say provides fuel proofing, so it has been used satisfactorily for 
glow 1/2A Texaco models and Mills-powered Tomboys.  Airspan 
can take just two thin coats of dope for air-sealing, but no fuel 
proofer.  I have found to my cost that if further dope or fuel-
proofer is applied to Airspan, the covering initially looks great 
but soon becomes very brittle.

Airspan is claimed to be stiffer that Litespan, with the dope 
helping to achieve this.  Both products are very light, so the 
covering on a 300 sqin model will weigh about 1.5 oz. (By 
comparison, if the same model is covered with Polyspan, the 
weight of the covering will be about 2 oz – still very light!) 

Both products have a grain that runs down the sheet, so care 
has to be taken to cut wing panels down the length of the sheet.  
Neither material has adhesive, so both need to be applied with a 
heat-sensitive adhesive such as BalsaLoc. I have found that 
Airspan can be applied with dope, but the job is a bit tricky 
because adhesion is not strong.

Opinion about the quality and effectiveness of Litespan and 
Airspan is mixed.  Some users say they are fine products that 
work well, but others mention faults – especially slackening of 

Litespan when exposed to the sun.  The keys to success seem 
to lie in fixing the covering quite taughtly, but taking care not to 
distort lightweight structures, and then shrinking at exactly the 
temperature advised.  Later slackening seems to be caused by 
using an iron that is too hot.

Competition Classes Reviewed:   
RC Classical Duration – IC and E
Each issue of MFW has a section that reviews competition 
classes – this time we look at RC Classical Duration.  This is 
similar to the RC Vintage Duration classes featured in the 
September issue but the model designs come from the 1951 - 
1975 period.  There are two separate classes – one for IC 
engines and one for electric. The Rules for these classes are 
4.3 and 4.4 in the Vintage Flying Rules that are on the Vintage 
page of the MFNZ website.
 
The essence of both classes is a limited engine run time and a 
maximum recorded flight time.  Unlike the Vintage classes, 
Classical has no age bonus because it is not relevant, and there 
is no landing bonus because some Classical designs cannot be 
turned tightly due to small fin areas.  Instead, the model must 
be landed within the confines of the flying site, as specified by 
the CD.

Classical IC Duration has engine runs that range from 20 to 30 
seconds according to engine type (see Rule 4.3.6).  In addition, 
there is a power loading rule that limits engine capacity 
according to the wing area of the model, with an adjustment for 
four-strokes (see Rule 4.1.3).  The maximum recorded flight 
time is 300 seconds – one minute longer than for the Vintage 
classes.

Classical E Duration has 20 seconds motor run and a power 
loading rule that limits watts delivered to the motor according to 
the wing area of the model.  The maximum recorded flight time 
is 300 seconds.

A key consideration in design choice is sufficient strength but 
low weight - keeping the wing loading close to the minimum 
allowed 8 oz/sqft.  This is hard to achieve with larger models 
but, to compensate, models at larger scales glide more 
efficiently.  Classical models tend to build lighter than the older 
Vintage designs because they are slimmer and use less wood.

Most Classical designs are configured for rapid climbs and use 
either a pylon wing mount or a high thrust line approach.  These 
classes are still developing, so many very good designs have 
not yet been tried. The photos provide examples of models that 
have been flown so far.  All have been competition winners over 
the last two years.  The Classical IC Duration models shown 
are:

Dave Thornley’s Satellite: This is a Bob & Bill Hunter design 
from 1970, built to the original size, with 89 inches wingspan 
and 1063 sq in wing area.  Weight is 70.4 oz, giving a wing 
loading of 9.5 oz/sq ft. The motor is a .46 glow two-stroke.
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Bernard Scott’s FAI Raider:  This is a Bilgri design from 1960, 
scaled to 73 inches wingspan and 719 sqin wing area.  Weight 
is 44 oz, giving a wing loading of 8.8 oz/sq ft.  The motor is an 
ASP .32 turning a 10X6 prop.

Wayne Cartwright’s Amazoom:  This is a Stan Hill design from 
1955, scaled up 140% to give 94 inches wingspan and 1040 
sqin wing area.  Weight is 78 oz, giving a wing loading of 10.7 
oz/sq ft.  The motor is an ASP .46.

The Classical E Duration models shown are:

Don Mossop’s Texan FAI-ton:  This is an Ed Miller design from 
1960 scaled up 120% to give 73 inches wingspan and 700 sqin 
wing area. Weight is 47.5 oz, giving a wing loading of 9.8 oz/sq 
ft. The drive battery is 1300 mah, 4S, powering a Turnigy 4250 
1000 kv motor turning an APC 9 x 7.5" E prop.

Bernard Scott’s Frisco Kid:  This is a John Tatone (yes, the 
muffler man!) design from 1955, scaled to 73 inched wingspan 
and 684 sqin wing area.  Weight is 46 oz, giving a wing loading 
of 9.7 oz/sqft.  The drive battery is a 1000 mah, 3S, 45C 
Nanotech, powering a Scorpion 3026 1190 kv motor. 

Wayne Cartwright’s Nig Nog: This is a Tom Smith design from 
1961, built to the original size with 64 inches wingspan and 623 
sqin wing area. Weight is 42.5 oz, giving a wing loading of 9.9 
oz/sq ft. The drive battery is a 1300mah, 4S, 25C Nanotech, 
powering a Cobra 3520/10 980 kv motor, turning an APC 
9X7.5E prop 

Sources of Plans for Vintage and Classical:  NFFS Plans
Continuing the review of suppliers of vintage semi-kits and 
plans, this issue looks at the National Free Flight Society 
(NFFS), a US organisation.  It has two resources that are useful 
to Vintage and Classical flyers. One is a list of FF Power 
designs from the period 1943 – 1954.  Note that this time period 
includes parts of our Vintage and Classical periods, but not all of 
either of them.   

The list includes the sources of most designs – the magazines 
that published them, and kits. To find this list, go to 
https://freeflight.org, click ‘COMPETITION’, then click 
‘Nostalgia’, and finally click on the text link ‘recently revised 
Nostalgia Power Eligible Designs’. The list emphasises US 
designs but there are several British and some European 
designs as well. Some of the designs are previously 
unpublished, and these are designated ‘NFFS Approved’.

The other NFFS resource is its list of plans for sale. To find this, 
go to the same website, click ‘STORE’, then ‘Shop’, then ‘Free 
Flight Store’, then ‘Plans’. The plans list shows up as helpful 
thumbnails, and the plans can be ordered as mailed full-size or 
emailed pdfs.  All of the ‘NFFS Approved’ plans are included, as 
well as many others from kits and magazines.

A Good Design for Classical Duration:  Misfit Mark III 
This design by Walt Ghio was published in Free Flight News in 
1971 and should be very good for either IC or Electric Duration.  
Construction is relatively simple – just a rectangular section 
sheet fuselage, and straightforward multi-spar wings and tail. It 
would probably be wise to use spruce for the two larger spars. 
The diagonal bracing might look complicated at first glance, but 
it is made simply from square balsa. The plan does not include 
the motor pan, so the prop position is not shown.  I have drawn-
in a typical prop position, and builders are free to design their 
own nose structure and engine/motor mounting system. No 
undercarriage is shown, which will reduce drag. However, you 
are free to fit a skid, monowheel, or two wheels, to save props or 
allow ROG.
.
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SIG

Pylon report for the first event of the season at 
puketaha on sunday the 23rd october
 
With the weather forecast on the money for last Sunday, 
allowing us to get the first meeting of the season off to a perfect 
start. Suntan lotion was the order of the day and with little or no 
wind there was some mention of it being too hot! Paul once 
again had the strip in perfect condition considering the rain 
earlier in the week, thanks Paul for a great day.

Entries were down probably due to other Labour Weekend 
commitments but this did not effect the competitive spirit, with 
personal bests from most of us and some extremely close 
racing (less than 8 seconds separating all three Q500 Expert 
entrants after 5 rounds) left us all going home with big grins. 

A couple of firsts this meeting, one was the use of a PC based 
scoring system which Ross and Noeline Craighead brought 
back from Australia on their last visit to a pylon event in 
Queensland, this system worked very well and simplified 
organising the results at the end. Thanks again team 
Craighead.

The second was my testing of a proposed new simplified 
electric pylon class based on the popular Q500 Sport class. 
This worked out as planned with times in the low 1min 40 
second mark with at least 20% left in the battery pack after the 
race. I ran it with the Q500 Sport entries and apart from the 
sound there was very little difference in speed, more on this 
later.
 
RESULTS;
Q500 SPORT;
1st.    Paul Clausen                           380.0
2nd   Ross Craighead                      403.2
3rd   Ron Stone                              408.3
4th  Graham Duncan                      526.9

Q500 EXPERT;
1st    John Danks                        273.1
2nd   John Knox                           275.1
3rd    Ross Craighead                    280.9

 E SPORT;
1st      Brian Harris                            282.0
2nd     Graham Duncan                   301.4

 
That’s it for now, looking forward to the next meeting on 
November 27th. at Paul’s airstrip.

John Danks

As mentioned in the pylon report above I have 
been working on making pylon more appealing to 
the electric flyers amongst us, it has been 
mentioned to me by a number of people that 
electric pylon would be more popular if we had a 
class for an easily available existing formula, 
much like the current Quickie 500 Sport class for 
IC engines. In my mind the popularity of this 
class is due to the readily available ARF kit sets 
in the marked place, easily achievable race times 
(with practice) with a stock sport engine and 
prop. resulting in some very close racing with 
airspeeds within the scope of the average 
intermediate pilot.

So why reinvent the wheel? Why not use that 
airframe formula with a standard .40 size electric 
setup. I went ahead and assembled a stock Viper 
500 ARF, bolted a cheap .40 size Redback motor 
and a 60amp ESC. I figured we would be looking 
at around 800 watts to achieve the desired 
speeds required for around the 1min 40sec to 
1min 50sec. race times. I ended up with a 4S, 
2800mah 25C battery which gave me about 
55amps static draw on a APC 9x7.5E prop. All 
the batteries (I use a separate Rx pack) are 
jammed hard against the firewall to achieve a 
centre of gravity slightly rearward but very 
flyable. I also added some entry and exit holes for 
battery and ESC cooling.

Off we went to the first pylon event of the season 
and ran it with the Q500 Sport guys, everything 

went as expected and we had race times around the low 1min 40sec. mark 
with over 20% battery remaining after the race, a very pleasing result.

I would only do one thing differently next time and that would be to extend the 
motor mount forward by 25mm, this would bring the nose moment to an equal 
length with the IC setups along with moving the C of G forward.

Obviously rules are necessary to achieve close even racing, the airframe rule 
is already there, simply use our current Q500 Sport rule. Limiting power output 
with a simple rule similar the the electric Vintage rules would be the way to go 
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by limiting the size of battery allowable. This way you could use 
your favourite motor/esc/prop combo you prefer and if you over 
extend the battery capabilities you won’t get the power or 
worse. 

Early days yet but I’m sure there is a future in a formula like this, 
if there is anyone out there who would be interested in giving 
this formula a go please let me know, we could run it as an 
unofficial event initially or integrate it with the Q500 Sport guys 
at events.

Looking forward to hearing from you all.

Fly for 
Day 
Sunday 4th 

December 2016
from 9.30am

FUN

South Otago Model 
Aeroplane Club

Peter Jacobs 
Memorial

at the Club flying field,
Moneymore,

Adams Flat Road
(near Milton, 1km south of Central Otago turn off)

Contact :     Graham Langley 
03 418 4431 or 021 030 8374

John
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control line
SIG

69th MFNZ Nationals
Great news that all grass events at the 2017 Nats will now be 
held on the gliding club runway and we will be able to use the 
Matamata-Piako club's mower to groom the circle. 
Unfortunately the nearest hard circle found (as at Oct 1) is at 
Thames Netball about 90 km away. Confirmation of its 
availability is not due until mid November, so until that time we 
can not be sure where the hard circle events will be held. What 
ever (and wherever) the outcome, the first two days (3 & 4 Jan) 
at Waharoa have been left free for the hard circle events to 
occur off site. Obviously this has the effect of compressing the 
grass events into the last three days which leave little flexibility 
in the event of weather delays. If it's like the 2015 Nats it will be a 
pleasure to fly in the cool of the evening!

Here is a programme for the hard circle events based on the NP 
2015 hard circle events.
Tues Jan 3   9am - 4pm Fast Goodyear, Percentage Speed
Wed Jan 4   9am - 4pm FAI Combined TR, 1/2A TR, Class B 

TR, Slow Goodyear

The Thames finish time is shown as 4pm. This is to avoid any 
noise issues with the nearest houses (600m away) as the day 
quietens down. We can check the noise during the day and if it's 
suitably attenuated at the houses a later finish might be 
possible. According to my understanding if the sound pressure 
level is 110db at the circles, then at 600m it will be 54db which 
will probably be about the daytime ambient. I am sure there is 
an acoustics expert reading this that will correct or agree! Work 
is now in hand to make up a speed pylon adaptor and sort out a 
method of preventing fuel contamination of the tarmac. The site 
has also been registered.

At the 2017 Nats, Classic stunt will be a totally separate event. 
This means that everyone can enter two aerobatic events - 
Classic stunt and either FAI or Sportsman aerobatics. It would 
be great to have a good turnout and see some classic models 
(pre 1970 design) flying.  So instead of flying just one class, get 
your old stunters out and give it a go in classic! Surely there are 
also some team racers out there with enough aerobatic skills to 
also fly the classic stunt schedule which is the same as 
Sportsman!  As well as that, electric power is accepted so you 
don't even need to re-kindle your stunt IC skills. 

The web site CL pages have been updated and now show an 
integrated CL calendar. I f you plan a CL event let the 
committee know so that it can be added. 

AGM
The SIG AGM will be held on the Friday evening (Jan 6) of the 

Committee:

David  Thornley  Chair & Nationals co-ordinator

Kevin Barnes    Treasurer & World Champs co-ordinator

Carl Lickfold   Secretary

Bryce Gibson   Combat event co-ordinator

Dave Wright    Stunt event including stunt series co-             

ordinator

Danny  Walker  Upper NI SIG representative

Daniel Munro   South Island  representative 

NATS. Hopefully this year we can actually hold an AGM, unlike 
at 2016 when there was not a quorum.

It's becoming evident that the CL fraternity needs a hard circle 
in the centre or upper North Island.  Is a traditional poured circle 
the answer? Perhaps not; 

Imagine if we had a re-locatable or even portable hard circle? 
It's possible that a circle made of 16 pre cast concrete segments 
and laid on a good base course would be as effective and 
possibly not much more costly.  Why not a segmented steel 
sheet or aluminium hard circle laid down on flat grass for the 
duration of the Nats and then lifted for storage?  Handling 
600kg steel segments would need some special equipment of 
course. Just a few ideas here, and obviously each has pro's and 
cons as well as a location.  Hopefully we can get a working 
group together at the AGM  to investigate alternatives, 
locations and costs for the future.

Those who went to Perth will remember the cool days and even 
decidedly chilly evenings during the event. The Vineyards 
holiday park had an outdoor pool and here is the evidence (with 
appropriate callouts) that two brave NZ souls decided to 
freshen up after a day at the field.

 

CL Events
Calendar

2016/2017

Perth Vineyards, May 2016. A cool dip

Come on in
Thornley you
old softie, its
really warm

I’d rather be
duckhunting than

freezing my bollocks
off doing this
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FREE FLIGHT & 
CONTROL LINEscale SIG

The builder of the model rule in Free Flight scale 
Classes
In response to a question periodically asked by those wishing to 
fly free flight scale classes at the Nationals and other 
competitions, here is an explanation of the Builder of the model 
rule for free flight scale. Unlike other free flight classes, free 
flight scale events require a competitor to be the builder of the 
model. There is a good reason for this. The building quality of a 
free flight scale model is as crucial to its success in contests as 
its flying ability. Reference to scale rules explains why this is so. 
The Free flight & Control-line Scale SIG uses F4 FAI rules. In 
these, a series of criteria to reward the builder of the model for 
craftsmanship and fidelity to the subject selected, are set out 
under the static rules. Because static marks make up about half 
of the possible points score, scale builders are encouraged to 
find out as much about the chosen full-size aircraft subject as 
possible and refer to this documentation in building and proving 
the accuracy of the chosen subject for indoor and outdoor flying 
competitions.

F4 Static rules 
criteria for all classes except Peanut Scale, Kit Scale 
and Profile scale

Marks are awarded for 
•  Outline accuracy of Side, end and plan view
•  Colour accuracy and complexity
•  Markings – accuracy and complexity
•  Surface texture and scale realism 
•  Craftsmanship – quality and complexity
•  Scale Detail - accuracy and complexity

NOTE: Models are judged against three views for outline 
accuracy and photographs for all other details

Static rules for Peanut Scale, Kit Scale & Profile scale

Peanut Scale
Peanut scale has its own static scale criteria listed in the F4F 
rules.

Kit Scale 
\As a simple entry-level class, Kit Scale has its own static scale 
criteria listed in the FF & CL Scale SIG Rules on the MFNZ 
website.

Control-line Profile Scale
This simple entry-level control-line class is usually run as a 
flying only contest, with F4B rules if static is judged.
A full description of free flight scale classes and the related rules 
was published in the September 2016 Model Flying World.
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President 
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470 

Secretary/Treasurer
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782

Committee
 Aneil Patel (Auckland), Bill DeRenzy (Tauranga), Dave Griffin 
and Peter Hewson (Christchurch), Joe Wurts (Hawkes Bay), 
John Shaw (Timaru) & Allan Knox (Wellington)

Soaring SIG email  
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com 

News & info at 
http://nzmaa.org.nz/soaring or www.facebook.com/pages/NZ-
Soaring-SIG/122980667806846

Postal address 
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412

Go to www.nzmaa.org.nz/interest/soaring.htm to download the 
2016 Soaring calendar.

2015-2016 Soaring Calendar
12-13 November   NI Aerotow at Galatea
3-4 December    Soaring Rally at Taupo
3-7 January    National Championship at Matamata

Southern Fling & 2017 F3K WC Trials
A few of the entrants arrived on Friday afternoon and managed 
to sneak in some practice for the weekend ahead. 

The forecast was not good for Saturday but surprisingly we 
completed 2 rounds in the morning before the day turned sour. 
Rain made it wet and slippery underfoot. David James decided 
to call on the local sports store for sprigged shoes. Guy in the 
store said do you want them to throw those planes ... What the.. 
How did he know. Turns out Rowdy & Johnny were buying 
shoes the day before.  
 
The first part of the day on Sunday was bleak too but the rain 
radar showed it clearing to the west and eventually broke with 
some really good flying conditions. We flew a total of 9 full 
rounds with 13 entries. Unfortunately Peewee got stuck 
working all weekend in Hamilton. The new "Big timer light 
board" worked well with glider score (thanks to Gerry Carter). 
Joe Wurts nailed it once again with a perfect score and a 1000 
point discard. 

This was also the NZ trials for the 2017 F3k Team. Well done to 
all that made the effort and thanks for supporting NZ 
soaring!!!!!!

Top to bottom:
Len Drabble fly’s while the sky turns angry.
The majority of F3K models flown were Snipes.
The team for the 2017 F3K world championships 
in Ukraine is Joe Wurts, Kevin Botherway and Neal Moss, 
with Rod Hale as the reserve pilot!
 
Results
1.  Joe Wurts    8000.0
2.  Kevin Botherway    7789.6
3.  Neal Moss    7709.8
4.  Len Drabble   7528.6
5.  John Shaw    7355.1
6.  Rod Hale    7307.2
7.  Steve Warner    7190.4
8.  Peter Glassey    7100.0
9.  David James    7094.2
10.  Ted Bealing   5238.0
11.  Aneil Patel    4363.5
12.  Richard Thompson   1334.0
13.  Peter Williams    DNS

Soaring Rally
The North Island Soaring Rally will be held on the 3rd & 4th 
December at the Taupo Model Flyers Field. Open to all forms of 
Soaring. BBQ lunch available both days. See you there!!.
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The National Champs will be 
back in Matamata after the new 
year on the 3rd - 7th January.

The SoarSIG is running the 
same soaring events as the 
last Nats with four FAI events, 
two premier NZ thermal events 
and the fun ALES Radian 
class.

The first two days are thermal 
soa r i ng  even t s  P rem ie r 
Duration and F3J. Day three is 
dedicated to Electric soaring 
with ALES200, ALES Radian 
& F5J. F3B Multi task gliding is 
on day four and F3K takes 
place on RC2 on the final day.

Come along and join in with 
great company and have some 
awesome summer flying. 
 

Ales Radian - 67th Nationals, Matamata

Open to all forms of soaring - Aerotow, Electric, Thermal, RES, Handlaunch

3rd & 4th December
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The Nationals are creeping up on us and hopefully over the 
winter periods people have been getting some building done to 
get ready for them. The FF SIG programme for the Nats has 
been altered to try different things that will allow competitors 
from other disciplines to come over to see or do what we are 
doing. Please note that Classic glider is now being run under 
the Vintage Sig as a combined Nos Classic Combo.

The Aggregate event has been under a lot of discussion re 
Safety and is still being worked on. Those who are entering the 
event please check at Nats HQ for any updates. Crops near the 
field, road traffic and general spectator/timekeeper safety let 
alone flyers safety are issues in this day and age, need to be 
managed in a proper manner. I wore a helmet last time and I 
STRONGLY encourage others to do the same. People have 
been hit before with errant models and although they go slow, 
can have serious consequences.

The Indoor site at Morrinsville is a really good hall/stadium so if 
you can get along to watch the events or participate it is well 
worth it.

We need contest directors for the Nats. Please put your name 
forward to do a day and don’t leave it to Someone else. Rex 
Bain is doing day 3 and I am doing day 5. Also note that on day 
five we will finish at 12 o’clock excluding flyoffs so we have 
more time to get back to the FF and Vintage Sig AGMs and 
prizegivings.

New Zealand World Cup events next year are being flown in the 
USA and next year it is planned to hold a 1 day event of 
F1A,B,C in Narrandera  Australia tagged on to the end of the 
Aussie events. A World Cup event was looked at for Carterton 
but very little interest was shown from overseas flyers to come 
here for 1 event whereas there being 4 events together in 
Australia could be a real drawcard for World Cup competitors

Discussion for the next Ciam meeting about going back to 7 
rounds for contests and the way flyoffs are done is being had 
and the SIG would like to hear NZ views on the subject. Please 
email me at ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz if you have views on this so 
we can give an NZ view.

Committee

Chairman    Rob Wallace         ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz

Secretary    Graham Lovejoy   graham.lovejoy2@gmail.com

Treasurer    Rex Bain               rexbain@mac.com

Committee   
Chris Murphy         treebeard@inet.net.
Des Richards         desr2727@gmail.com
Antony Groenewegen    lynne.antony@xtra.co.nz

Rob Wallace

Spring is here although it has been very wet at times but small 
pockets of flyers have been out trialling or doing NDC stuff or just 
test flying. I have said before that freeflight is not all about 
competition and an old Murphy Coupe with lots of help from Paul 
Squires, Graham Lovejoy and others has got me out flying a 
rubber model and enjoying it immensely. I should have done it 
years ago.

Each Magazine we are trying to get someone to write an article 
on an event in the FF rule book. Thanks to Dave Ackery for an 
excellent article on E36 which is a new event for this year’s  Nats 
and also to David Baker for his article on Tip Launch Gliders.

Dave Ackery has orgasnised a New Zealand Facebook freeflight 
page so ask to join if you are not on it already for photos and 
updates and contributions.

Graham Lovejoy 
winding his own 
design Coupe. What 
to do with leftover 
bits of tissue? Make 
a Stripey looking 
model. Flies well.

Graham Lovejoy 
winding his own 
design Coupe. What 
to do with leftover 
bits of tissue? Make 
a Stripey looking 
model. Flies well.

Rob Wallace launching a Coupe model Rob Wallace launching a Coupe model 
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Des Richards, 13 Collins Crescent, Feilding 4702, Email mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com

FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER

Full results to date, that I have received, are listed below. September is not finished so there will no doubt be more to come. 
November is the final month of competition so we all need to get some scores in and see how the year ends.

Can another club take the club trophy off Christchurch? It will take a determined effort as they certainly get the scores in. First 
individual overall is really to close to call yet as a lot can happen between now and the end of November. Have a look at the unflown 
events this year chaps - there are a few of them and if they have not been flown for two years will be removed from next years 
calendar. If competitors come out of the woodwork at a later date they can be reintroduced.

A big thank you to all who compete and retain the keen competition in this unique way of flying for yourself, your club and against 
like minded people from around the country.

     

Free Flight  
2 Open Rubber    
1   Paul Squires 38 509
2   Bryce Gibson 29 216
3   Graham Lovejoy 38 100
     
3 Open Power    
1   Lynn Rodway 9 110
     
4 Coupe d'Hiver    
1   Paul Squires 38 264
2   Graham Lovejoy 38 253
3   Bruce Weatherall 9 126
     
5 P30    
1   Dave Jackson 9 360
2   John Beresford 9 282
3   Paul Squires 38 240
4   Graham Lovejoy 38 120
     
6 A1 Glider    
1   Chris Murphy 56 425
2   Roy Gunner 9 318
3   Dave Jackson 9 292
     
7 Kiwi Power    
1   Bernard Scott 15 360
2   Rex Anderson 15 241
3   Rex Bain 15 240
     
8 Open Glider    
1   Antony Koerbin 38 540
2   Stewart Morse 9 194
3   Lynn Rodway 9 170
     
9 Catapult Launched Glider   
1   Alec Fuller 25 312
2   Paul Lagan 80 245
3   Andrew Robinson 25 245
4   Lynn Rodway 9 233
5   Rachel Jackson (Jnr) 9 209
6   Paul Squires 38 206
7   Dave Jackson 9 202
8   Alan Reed 25 191
9   Bill McGarvey 4 186
10   Graham Lovejoy 38 185
11   Allan Baker 22 168
12   Dave Ackery 48 165
13   Stewart Morse 9 154
14   Allan Knox 22 149
15   Des Richards 38 142
16   David Gush 88 142
17   Kyla Fisher (Jnr) 88 128
18   John Butcher 88 127
19   Allen Lawrence 25 106
20    Ray Cordell 88 88
     
10 Hand Lanched Glider   
1   Dave Jackson 9 289
2   Allen Lawrence 25 224
3   Paul Squires 38 193
4   Rob Wallace 18 164
5   Graham Lovejoy 38 138
6   Allan Baker 22 135
7   Andrew Robinson 25 126
8   Allan Knox 22 106
9   Alan Reed 25 106
     

12 Hangar Rat    
1   Bill Long 9 414
2   Kay Long 9 305
3   Allen Lawrence 25 288
4   Steve Blackman 25 245
5   Neville Robinson 9 214
6   Alan Reed 25 193
7   Alec Fuller 25 157
     
17 FAI FIB  Rubber   
1   Antony Koerbin 38 900
2   Paul Lagan 80 881
3   Roger Morrell 56 857
4   Paul Squires 38 654
     
18 Open Rubber    
1   Paul Squires 38 442
2   Lynn Rodway 9 399
3   Bill McGarvey 4 360
4   John Beresford 9 197
5   John Butcher 88 174
6   Alwyn Graves 15 65
     
20 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber   
1   Bill Long 9 1389
2   Kay Long 9 1384
3   Dave Jackson 9 1099
4   Neville Robinson 9 507
     
21 Indoor Hand Lauch Glider   
1   Dave Jackson 9 59.6
     
22 Kiwi Power    
1   Stewart Morse 9 359
2   Rex Bain 15 287
3   Rex Anderson 15 208
4   Bernard Scott 15 118
     
23 Open Glider    
1   Lynn Rodway 9 333
2   Stewart Morse 9 280
3   Dave Jackson 9 251
4   Roy Gunner 9 216
5   Moira Vincent 44 61

24 Indoor Open Tissue   
1   Kay Long 9 726
2   Bill Long 9 709
3   Dave Jackson 9 593
4   Neville Robinson 9 61
     
26 1/2 A Power    
1   Lynn Rodway 9 229
     
27 Catapult Launched Glider   
1   John Butcher 88 336
2   Dave Jackson 9 318
3   Paul Squires 38 308
4   Kyla Fisher (Jnr) 88 260
5   Graham Lovejoy 38 232
6   Des Richards 38 221
7   Terry Tank 13 206
8   Lynn Rodway 9 198
9   Rob Wallace 18 189
10   Allan Knox 56 176
11   John Selby 56 106

     
28 Hand Lanched Glider   
1   Dave Jackson 9 246
2   Paul Squires 38 133
3   Des Richards 38 108
4   Graham Lovejoy 38 92
5   Allan Knox 56 16
     
29 Open Power    
1   Rex Bain 15 346
2   Bernard Scott 15 343
3   Rex Anderson 15 341
4   Lincoln Vincent 44 120
     
31 FAI FIB  Rubber   
1   Paul Squires 38 697
     
36 Hangar Rat    
1   Bill Long 9 576
2   Dave Jackson 9 396
3   Andrew Palmer 9 286
4   Rachel Jackson (Jnr) 9 241
     
38 A1 Glider    
1   Antony Koerbin 38 563
2   Chris Murphy 56 450
3   Stewart Morse 9 316
4   Lynn Rodway 9 142
     
39 P30  
1   Paul Squires 38 360
2   Antony Koerbin 38 343
3   Chris Murphy 56 339
4   Graham Lovejoy 38 337
5   John Beresford 9 261
6   Lynn Rodway 9 220
7   Stewart Morse 9 153
     
43 Coupe d'Hiver    
1   Lynn Rodway 9 224
2   Dave Jackson 9 214
3   Bruce Weatherall 9 135
     
44 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber   
1   Kay Long 9 1422
2   Bill Long 9 1170
3   Neville Robinson 9 804
4   Dave Jackson 9 718
     
46 Open Glider    
1   Stewart Morse 9 328
2   John Beresford 9 261
3   Lynn Rodway 9 220
4   Stewart Morse 9 153
     
48 Catapult Launched Glider   
1   Graham Lovejoy 38 242
2   John Butcher 88 207
3   Allan Knox 56 150
4   Stew Cox 56 133
     
49 Hand Lanched Glider   
1   Graham Lovejoy 38 114
2   Stew Cox 56 103
3   Allan Knox 56 101
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FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
ndc results continued

53 FAI FIB  Rubber   
1   Paul Squires 38 180
     
59 FAI F1A Glider    
1   Antony Koerbin 38 900
     
   Control Line Results  
141 Classic 'A' Team Race   
1   Ashley Keeling 15 5-53.32
2   Steve Hansen 48 6-06.06
3   Bryce Rackley 48 7-35.00
     
142 Classic 'B' Team Race   
1   Ashley Keeling 15 5-10.88
2   Steve Hansen 48 5-36.22
3   Adrian Hamilton 29 62 laps
     
143 1/2 A Team Race   
1   Andrew Robinson 25 4-04.95
2   Alec Fuller 25 6-14.42
3   Rod Brown 25 79 Laps
     
144 Class B Team Race   
1   Dave Ackery 48 4-56.79
2   Rod Brown 25 79 laps
     
145 FAI Team Race Combined (F2C + F2F)  
1   Graeme Christie 48 3-17.75
2   Rod Brown 25 3-17.75
3   Andrew Robinson 25 3-28.00
4   Brendan Robinson 25 3-28.00
5   Glen Lewis 29 3-48.04
6   Robert Bolton 25 3-48.04
7   Rob Wallace 18 4-27.41
8   Dave Ackery 48 4-42.84
9   Don Robinson 25 5-00.69
     
147 Slow Goodyear Team Race  
1   Ashley Keeling 15 3-54.50
2   Brendan Robinson 25 4-06.87
3   Andrew Robinson 25 4-12.03
4   Bryce Rackley 48 4-12.19
5   Dave Ackery 48 4-22.87
6   Adrian Hamilton 29 4-31.50
7   Alec Fuller 25 4-55.91
8   Rod Brown 25 5-05.20
9   Graeme Christie 48 5-21.31
10   Steve Hansen 48 78 Laps
     
148 FAI F2A Speed    
1   Neil Lickfold 15 280.16 km/h
2   Carl Lickfold 15 267.26 km/h
     
149 Percentage Speed   
1   Dave Ackery 48 71.58
2   Don Robinson 25 69.82
3   Andrew Robinson 25 68.19
4   Rob Wallace 18 63.39
5   Alec Fuller 25 62.23
     
150 Classic 'A' Team Race   
1   Don Robinson 25 5-16.31
2   Ashley Keeling 15 5-25.78
     
151 Classic 'B' Team Race   
1   Ashley Keeling 15 5-04.55
2   Steve Hansen 48 5-30.50
     
154 FAI Team Race Combined (F2C + F2F)  
1   Glen Lewis 29 3-24.80
2   Robert Bolton 25 3-24.80
3   Andrew Robinson 25 3-27.26
4   Brendan Robinson 25 3-27.26
5   Rod Brown 25 3-37.75
6   Graeme Christie 48 3-37.75
     
156 Slow Goodyear Team Race  
1   Bryce Rackley 48 4-00.44
2   Brendan Robinson 25 4-10.97
3   Graeme Christie 48 4-12.20
4   Ashley Keeling 15 4-16.30
5   Steve Hansen 48 4-23.67
6   Andrew Robinson 25 4-30.09

7   Bob Reynolds 48 4-40.06
8   Rod Brown 25 5-02.86
     
157 FAI F2A Speed    
1   Neil Lickfold 15 280.16
2   Carl Lickfold 15 280.16
     
158 Percentage Speed   
1   Andrew Robinson 25 90.26%
2   Brendan Robinson 25 84.92%
3   Don Robinson 25 68.99%
4   Brian Howser 15 65.10%
     
Vintage Results  
73 Vintage FF Rubber Duration  
1   Bill McGarvey 4 180
     
79 Vintage FF Power Duration  
1   Lynn Rodway 9 224
2   Rex Bain 15 92
3   Rex Anderson 15 20
     
80 Nostalgia FF Power Duration  
1   Rex Bain 15 275
2   Lynn Rodway 9 159
     
81 Nostalgia FF Rubber Duration  
1   Chris Murphy 56 343
     
82 Classic FF Rubber Duration  
1   Paul Squires 38 408
2   Chris Murphy 56 100
     
83 Vintage RC 1/2A Texaco   
1   John Butcher 88 1495
2   Allan Knox 56 1453
3   Allan Baker 22 980
4   John Ryan 37 210
     
84 Vintage RC E Rubber Texaco  
1   John Butcher 88 3117
     
85 Vintage RC IC Duration    
1   John Butcher 88 1091
     
86 Vintage RC E Duration   
1   John Butcher 88 775
     
87 Vintage RC Open Texaco   
1   John Butcher 88 1778
     
91 Vintage RC 1/2A Texaco Scale  
1   Allan Knox 56 798
     
92 Vintage RC 1/2E Texaco   
1   John Butcher 88 2435
     
93 Vintage RC A Texaco   
1   Allan Knox 56 2870
2   John Butcher 88 1855
     
95 Nostalgia FF Rubber Duration  
1   Paul Squires 38 540
2   Rex Bain 15 240
3   Bill McGarvey 4 240
4   Bernard Scott 15 222
     
96 Vintage FF Precision   
1   Stan Somerfield 71 218
2   Bryan Leeves 71 176
3   John Dowling 48 151
4   John Butcher 88 127
5   Kyla Fisher 88 113
     
97 Vintage FF Power Duration  
1   Rex Bain 15 360
2   Bernard Scott 15 337
     
99 Classic FF Rubber Duration  
1   Paul Squires 38 513
     
100 Nostalgia FF Glider Duration   

1   Rex Anderson 15 256
2   Kyla Fisher 88 93
     
101 Vintage FF Hand Launch Glider  
1   Graham Lovejoy 38 231
2   Des Richards 38 160
     
102 Vintage FF Catapult Glider  
1   Graham Lovejoy 38 313
2   Des Richards 38 274
3   John Butcher 88 261
4   Ron Magill 88 253
5   David Gush 88 232
6   Paul Squires 38 231
7   Allan Knox 56 175
8   Ray Cordell 88 175
     
104 Vintage RC Precision   
1   Allan Knox 56 800
2   Stu Cox 56 797
3   David Gush 88 791
4   Bryan Treloar 79 591
5   John Butcher 88 588
6   Dennis Griffin 88 574
7   Jonathan Shorer 21 360
     
106 Classical RC Precision   
1   David Gush 88 585
     
107 Vintage RC E Texaco   
1   Allan Knox 56 1853
2   John Butcher 88 1203
     
108 Vintage RC IC Duration   
1   Allan Knox 56 773
2   John Butcher 88 655
3   Bryan Treloar  608
     
109 Classical RC E Duration   
1   Allan Knox 56 953
     
112 Vintage RC 1/2A Texaco   
1   Allan Knox 56 1333
     
113 Vintage RC A Texaco   
1   Ian Munroe 56 1748
2   Allan Knox 56 1844
     

Soaring  
168 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw 
scores)  
1   Peter Deacon 35 262
2   Ken McMillan 35 1323
3   Rex Ashwell 35 1310
     
169 ALES Radian Class P   
1   Scott Benjamin 30 1310
2   Wayne Bilham 30 1303
3   Bruce Fryer 30 1277
4   Bruce McKay 30 1190
5   Peter Vining 30 1187
6   Kevin Burrows 30 1157
7   Rex Ashwell 35 1116
8   Phil Pearpoint 30 1094
9   Greg Findon 30 1079
10   Peter Graham 35 1073
11   Bruce Woodfield 30 824
12   Brian Dickens 30 820
     
172 ALES 123 Class N   
1   Allan Knox 56 1224
2   Peter Deacon 35 979
3   Rex Ashwell 35 905
4   Paul Barrett 35 788
5   Phil Elvy 35 690
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FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
ndc results continued
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VENUE FOR ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES ABOVE: RAYNOR'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD, CARTERTON 

approx. 0800 start 

Counts for 2017 Team

CENTRAL AREA 
FAI FREE FLIGHT 

TRIALS  
F1A-F1B-F1C

All participants MUST REGISTER with the organisers at least 48 hours in 
advance in case of cancellation or changes to the arrangements prove 
necessary due to weather etc. If no one registers the trail may be 
cancelled. Trialists may need to bring their own timekeepers if no one else 
can attend. Organisers cannot promise to provide other than date and 
venue. Trials MAY be flown in rounds.

Antony Koerbin (04) 527 9386
021 1840614 koerbinnz@gmail.comOrganiser

s:
Organiser

s: Paul Squires 021 029 94110      
pwsquires@hotmail.com

Saturday 12th November 
2016

Sunday  13th November 
Wind/rain date

Saturday 10th December 
2016

Sunday 11th December 
Wind/rain date

November 2016

173 X5J Unlimited Class O   
1   Allan Knox 56 2381
2   Phil Elvy 35 2349
3   Peter Deacon 35 2300
4   Allan Baker 22 2258
5   Rex Ashwell 35 2193
6   Ken McMillan 35 2171
7   Paul Barrett 35 2089
     
176 ALES Radian Class P   
1   Bruce Fryer 30 1235
2   Bruce Woodfield 30 1174
3   Greg Findon 30 1043
4   Merv Mathews 30 966
     
177 Thermal  J (2,4,6,8,10)   
1   Dave Griffin 9 2216
2   Scott Chisholm 9 2181
3   Ian Harvey 9 1726
     
178 ALES Radian Class P   
1   Bruce Fryer 30 1374
2   Rex Ashwell 35 1357
3   Greg Findon 30 1341
4   Bruce McKay 30 1329
5   Merv Mathews 30 1289
6   Phil Elvy 35 856
     
180 Thermal D (F500)    
1   Allan Knox 56 240
2   Keith Elliott 56 220
3   Pete Glassey 56 120
     
181 Thermal B (10 min)   
1   Allan Knox 56 1489
2   Pete Glassey 56 1480
3   Keith Elliott 56 1355
4   Jono 56 1201

     
182 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)  
1   Ian Harvey 9 1973
2   Phil Elvy 35 1183
3   Peter France 9 935
     
183 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw 
scores)  
1   Allan Knox 56 1005
2   Stu Cox 56 834
     
184 ALES Radian Class P   
1   Rex Ashwell 35 1399
2   Bruce McKay 30 1184
3   Bruce Fryer 30 1127
4   Bruce Woodfield 30 1097
5   Greg Findon 30 1095
6   Peter Graham 35 1070
7   Merv Mathews 30 1006
8   Peter France 9 925
9   Les King 9 479
10   Paul Chisholm 9 444
     
192 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)  
1   Peter Deacon 35 2536
2   Peter Graham 35 2301
3   Rex Ashwell 35 2295
4   Phil Elvy 35 1823
5   Ken McMillan 35 1664
6   Paddy Gordon 35 1178
     
193 ALES Radian Class P   
1   Rex Ashwell 35 1252
2   Phil Elvy 35 1189
3   Paddy Gordon 35 1024

FOR SALE
November                                                                                     2016

FUTABA 14SG Tx, Rx, Switch. Bought new 
by me 12 months ago and never used in a model. 
$490 ono Posted free. 

3W 212CC 4 CYLINDER CS MODEL 
PETROL MOTOR complete: Electronics, 
header, manifold, cannisters, instructions. Run 
only at the factory! Top IMAC motor or giant 
scale dream. $2500 ono or a swap! Posted Free 

YS 170 CDI GLOW MOTOR with header 
and pipe. Easy starting and unbelievable power. 
Recent new electronics and tune up by YS 
Japan. $495 ono Posted Free 

Call Roger Gibbs 021422744 or 09 4739853 or 
gibbs.roger04@gmail.com for more details and 
photos.

MARUTAKA FOCKE WOLF 190 A8 Scale 
Kit, 60 inch span,for 10cc to 15cc engines. 

TOP FLITE GRUMMAN BEARCAT 
F8F Scale Kit, 60 inch span, for 10cc to 15cc 
engines. 

Both kits are complete, untouched, in original 
boxes, reasonable offers to 

Clive Burgess, 0276714448 or 075442254 
cliveandjudi@xtra.co.nz

1. PLAYBOY JUNIOR 54 INCH. Complies 
with ½ A Texaco Rules. Model details are – 
It is on 40.57 Mhz  JR xtals available on 40.57 
Tx and Rx. Baby Bee engine has a muffler fitted
Model can be reduced to allow easy transport  
i.e tail feathers can be removed,  wing is one 
piece  Price  $ 150

2. SIMPLEX 1941. Powered by a PAW 15 
with R/C carburetor this engine is the Twin ball 
race  model. R/x is on 2.4 Mhz. Wings are split 
and the fin and rudder and elevator and stab can 
be disassembled for ease of transport. This 
model was designed to comply with  “R/C 
Vintage A Texaco” rules. Tank size is the 
Humbrol paint tin of reputed 14 cc. The engine 
in this model is at the prime of its life and has 
recently run for in excess of 31 minutes at 3,700 
rpm. This beats the 10 minute competition 
requirement with some ease. Price  $220

3. KG1 1935. Powered by a PAW 15 with R/C  
Carburetor this engine is the twin ball race 
model. R/X is on 2.4 Mhz. Wings are split and 
the fin and rudder and elevator and stab can be 
disassembled for ease of transport. This model 
was designed to comply with “R/C open 
vintage” rules. Tank size is as per the rules but 
reduced in volume by inserting a nylon plug of 
the required size. This engine is the same as 
model  model 2., but with less running time. 
Price $220

Models 2 and 3 use the same propeller a 12x5 
wood and are fitted with an extended exhaust 
system to aid running time and keep the model 
clean. I can send photos for interested persons.

Contact John Ensoll,
Phone  03 3597471, Cell 0212317100 or 
granddad1@orcon.net.nz 

WANTED

OS-703 MUFFLERS (for the early Max-
29/35 and Max-H 40 models) and OS 704 
mufflers (for the Max 58 and Max-H 61 models. 
After a couple of each to retrofit older motors 
acquired without them. 

Chris Murphy 027-338 6383 or email 
treebeard@snap.net.nz 

 

8 X 4 PUSHER PROP for an ic engine. 
Contact Des on des2727@gmail.com 
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3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207 
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz

79. Ashhurst Model Fliers
Robin Wallace 
31 La Lena Grove 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535  
natgas@xtra.co.nz 

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway, 
Kakanui R.D.4 
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429  
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022 
09 636 8439  
amacsecretary@mail.com

77. Aucklandsoar
E.F. Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank 
AUCKLAND 1072

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199  
mherdz@xtra.co.nz

49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Anthony Hall
4 Emmerdale Mews
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
027 487 2476  
anthonyflysplanes@gmail.com

8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Chris Taylor
07 823 5277 or 0274 924 637
CHRISON2WHEELS@hotmail.com

82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452  
jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue  
ALEXANDRA 
03 448 6919 
avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
I. C. Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041 
03 348 8206  
harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson, 
307 Avonhead Rd,  Avonhead, 
CHRISTCHURCH 8042. 
03 358 4022  
jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
D Nisbet
8 Shaw Street
MOSGIEL 9024

12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241  
spencejs@clear.net.nz

27. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Mr G R McLean
P.O. Box 219, Omarama
NORTH OTAGO 8950
Mcleang@xtra.co.nz

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066  
mat_wellington@hotmail.com

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121 
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577  
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz

30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Neica Parker 
12 Haast Place 
PALMERSTON NORTH 
06 354 5972  
neciap@inspire.net.nz

66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260 
rsloan@xtra.co.nz

31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers 
Club
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221 
ronw1@xtra.co.nz  

54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Bill Wright
42 Harris Street, Pleasant Point
TIMARU 7903
03 614 7702  
shiner@clear.net.nz

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Rod Jacobs
32 Rehia road, Massey
WAITAKERE 0614
rodney.jacobs@nzdf.mil.nz

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Andy Watson
109 Western Road, Ngongotaha
ROTORUA 3010
07 357 5656  
top.place@xtra.co.nz

80. Rural Flying Corps
David Mitchell
217 Stanton Rd, RD 2
AMBERLEY 7482
d.ymitchell@xtra.co.nz

84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4  ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158  
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz

62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
Mr Graeme Dellow 
33 Harper Street, Parkside 
TIMARU 8601 
03 6845832  
gndellow@xtra.co.nz

39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431    
glangley@ihug.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Adrian Evans
280 Kapiro Road
1 RD KERIKERI 0294
sueevans_12@hotmail.com
09 4073574

38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007  
desr2727@gmail.com

13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
105 Balance Street, Whataupoko
GISBORNE 4010
06 868 4706  
pandry@xtra.co.nz

14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
No 6 RD
GORE 
027 208 9031 

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson 
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 
alan48linda47@gmail.com

17. Hawera M.A.C. (INC)
Maureen Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514  
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Allan Twinch
114 Allum Street
Kohimaramara
AUCKLAND 1071
021 597 559   
info@ham.org.nz

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland 
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 
l-j@xtra.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark Strawbridge
507 Pesters Road 
RD 5 RANGIORA 7475
027-704-5894  
mark.strawbridge@gmail.com

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Ken Subritzky
359 Pairatahi Rd Rd3 
KAITAIA 0482
021 524 949  
kensubritzky@gmail.com 

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
04 499 3341 or 021 422 633
paul.buckrell@consultel.co.nz

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230 
09 407 8959  
mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313 
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers 
(Inc)
C J McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716  
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C.
G D Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317  
tierrich@gmail.com

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres 
WHITIANGA 3510 
07 866 2825  
mbac@xtra.co.nz

72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Martin Croucher
7 Porowini Avenue
WHANGAREI 0110
021 79777   
macro@ihug.co.nz

18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brian Voyce
10 Beamish Street, Frimley
HASTINGS 4120
06 878 7321 
b.voyce1@kinect.co.nz

24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Brian Ransby
41 Convent Drive
NELSON 7011
03 548 9914 
bridan2@xtra.co.nz

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Keith Butler
P O Box 574, 
New Plymouth Mail Centre
NEW PLYMOUTH
06 751 3087  
keithbutler@xtra.co.nz

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers 
Association (Inc.)
Roger Hutson
5 Hansard place, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 579 2509   secretary@nzjma.com

29. NOCLASS  M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

26. North Shore M.A.C.
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4  AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213   
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz

67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Steve Nichols
PO Box 87, Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
09 415 9278  
snheli@xtra.co.nz

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Frazer Briggs
125 Laxon Road
RD 8 HAMILTON 3288
021 288 9455  
frazer@pbgsoftware.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Jeff Armstrong
10 Chambers Street
RD 14 OAMARU 
jlkt@kinect.co.nz
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94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.barker@otago.ac.nz

98. Springhill Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
Somerset, 11 Guy Rd, RD 1 Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0981
09 425 0446 or 021 725 876   
somerset11@clear.co.nz

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Glenn Orr
187 Gills Road, Halfmoon Bay
AUCKLAND
Ph 09 369 2990 
glenn@fusionelectronics.com

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott 
41 Acornia Close 
TAURANGA 3112 
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407   
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
PO Box 504
WHANGAPARAOA 0943
09 428 6994 
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299 
secretary@wmac.org.nz  

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider 
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville 
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365 

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962  
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz

70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace 
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987 
wbaymf@gmail.com

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676  
keith.ryman@internationalpaint.com

59. Whakatane Modellers
Jo Spod
99 Putiki Road 
RD 3 Edgecumbe
WHAKATANE 3193
07 304 6311   
jospod@clear.net.nz

60. Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55 
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333 
gramain@xtra.co.nz   

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

75. Tokoroa Aero Modellers Club Inc
Ron McCallum
102 Grampian Street
TOKOROA 3420
027 248 3252      

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club
Janice Butcher
39 Harrisville Rd
TAUKAU 2121
Ph 092369722   
jjbutcher@xtra.co.nz

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox, 
52 Siena Place, 
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692 
(03) 310 6628

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
(03) 6898478   
4clarksons@vodafone.co.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810 
06 370 4693   
henderson@ihug.co.nz

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club
Keith Safey
1 Spurdle St
WANGANUI 4500
06 345 0495  
kjsafey@xtra.co.nz

November 2016

Notice Board

Please note: 
New address for all membership communications is mfnz.membership@gmail.com

Nationals’ Manager
2018 will be the 70th National Championships. The last 
“milestone event” was the 50th and we could make this one 
a special occasion. We need a team to take on running the 
Nats in the New Year period at Carterton..
Training Manual
To accompany the Wings Scheme, the training manual 
needs to be updated.

Wings Scheme
The SIGS have approved the introduction of a two tier 
qualification scheme based upon the BMFA scheme with 
adaptations to suit New Zealand. We need someone to bring 
together all of the required documentation and start a 
national scheme for training examiners.

Volunteers Required

Due to delays in the revision of the Constitution, it will not be possible to place it 
in the November magazine. The SGM scheduled for 4th January is postponed. 
A new date will be announced in due course..........................................................

A FRIENDLY REMINDER
Subscriptions for Model Flying New Zealand membership are due to be paid by 31 March 2017 for the 

financial year 2017 / 2018.

The MFNZ portion of the fee is $75 for Families, $70 for senior members and $20 for juniors. A $5 increase. This is swallowed up by the 
dramatic increase in postal charges.For many years there has been a three month grace period. With the increased vigilance of insurance 
companies we need to make sure we do not commit insurance fraud by declaring members as financial when they are not.

Our financial year has been 1 April till 31 March since NZMAA was incorporated. Consequently this is the membership year. The insurers 
have been very clear that if you are not paid at the start of the financial year you are not covered. They have made the point that you have a 
date to pay your house / car insurance by. If you have not paid by that date you are not covered and their certainly is not a three month grace 
period to renew. So please chase your club membership person up and pay your Affiliations in March to ensure the paper work and 
payments get to MFNZ on time.Payment is deemed to have been made when you pay your club.
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year
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Leading Model & Hobby Specialists
72 Kent Street

P O Box 5165, Frankton
HAMILTON Tel (07) 847 5292

Late night Thursday, 
Open Saturday morning.
Extensive range of Kits,

Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories

FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

FRANKTON MODEL SHOP

NORTHLAND

WAIKATO
AUCKLAND

AUCKLAND

10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778

Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!
9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.

9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,

E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.

Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,

paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family! 
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz

Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,

Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

MODEL & HOBBY

ONE
STOP

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of 
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel 

and accessories. 
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX 
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger, 

E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range 

and looking for new and exciting products, 
so keep checking our website regulary.

We sell premix nitro fuel and ship 
nationwide with no extra dangerous 

goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

                     Website:  www.rchobbies.co.nz
                     EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products

299 Native Road  Pukekawa 2696

Auckland

Ph: 09 233 4014

theteam@airsail.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for 
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems

www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Top of the South Model Centre
240 Queen Street, Richmond, 

Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 8079
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios, R/C, SC, 

OS, Super Tigre Engines, GWS Systems & 
indoor equipment, electric flight products 

& kits and accessories from around the world

www.hobbycentral.co.nz

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,

HOBBY CENTRAL

HENDERSON RACING

NELSON

CHRISTCHURCH

82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH

24hr Tel/Fax (03) 337 1091
Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

For all your RC needs
Parts, planes, helicopters,cars, fuel,
kitsets, building materials and more

Best service in town.
Ask about our Loyalty Points

243 Colombo Street, Sydenham
Christchurch  03 337 6581
www.playconcepts.co.nz

playco@xtra.co.nz

020 4125 2418

sales@wattsup.co.nz

WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Contact John for any enquiries

www.wattsup.co.nz

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC

Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon

props and many more.

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND    Bus/AH 09 275 5842

Workshop Facilities:

 email: slipstream_models@clear.net.nz

SLIPSTREAM MODEL 
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

Specialists in plans from all top designs from 

around the globe plus others less known

Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage

MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.

Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats, 

Canopy pressing, Latex moulding, 
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls, 
Radio & Accessories repairs

BAY OF PLENTY

106 Main Street, Upper Hutt

Tel/Fax 04 528 3456

Mail Order - Credit Cards

Comprehensive range of Balsawood, Spruce,

J & N HOBBIES

WELLINGTON

EPP & Electric Kits
CNC Foam Wing Cutting

Carbon Fibre Rod & Tube

Adhesives, Dubro, Sullivan, Coolpower & Klotz
oils, Nitromethane & Methanol, SIG, Great Planes,
Top Flite, Thunder Tiger & OS Engines, Importers

of TX & RX packs by Master Instruments,
Futaba, Hitec & JR Radio gear

Open 9-5:30 Mon-Thurs  9-6 Friday
and until 1 o’clock Saturday
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